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ÂBSTRACT

Sorption of radionuclides by soil naterial-s is an important faetor

in the transport of radionuclides by ground water. This factor was

investigated, theoretically and experinentalJ-y; transport was investigated

only theoretically. Carrier-free Sr-89, Sr-85, and Cs-I17 were used. in

conjunction with soil sanples fron the waste management area of the

hlhiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment, botton sed.iment samples from

the Winnipeg River, and a Morden bentonite. Characteristics of the

samples which affected their sorption properties v'Iere studied. in d.etail.

Radiostrontium sorption was studied. by batch and column nethod.s

using calcareous and non-calcareous soils and sofuti-ons of calcirm and.

nagnesium salts. Sorption vüas found to be due to a reversible ion exchange

reaction and conventj-onal- ion exchange equationls were found. to be applic-

able. Method.s to predict radiostrontium sorption fron easily measurable

soil characteristics Ï,iere d,eveloped. Transport theories believed to be

applicable to transport in the sediments of the ITINRE waste management area

ÎIere presented and pred.iction methods d.eveloped

Radiocesium sorption rras stud.ied. by a column method using sinulated

ground. water solutions. Radiocesium appeared to be fixed in the soil by

an irreversible sorption reaction and. it was concluded that no appreciable

transport of radiocesium wou1d. occur in the soils under study.

fn a concurrent stud.y, negative sorption of anions, or positi-ve

sorption of water, in floceulated soj-ls was studied and the concept of

'tnon-solvent water" presented. A tactoíd. nodel of the flocculated. soil

was found. to fit the experimental data.
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CHAPTER ]

INTRODUCTTON

]. IN]TIATTON OF THE STIIÐY

Atornic Energy of Canada Limited, through Dr. J.E. Guthrie, Head-,

Environnental- Controt Section, hlhiteshel-l- Nucl-ear Research Establishment,

approached the Departnent of SoiI Science, University of Manitoba to

investigate the sorption properties of the soifs within the Whiteshel-I

Nuclear Research Establishment idaste Management Area and the sediments of

the nearby lüinnipeg River. 0n February 1, 1967, under the provi-sions of

a research contract between Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and the

University of Manitoba, it was agreed that an investigation woul-d be

conducted by the Department of Soil Scíence, under the direction of Dr.

M.A. Zt¡ariclt.

]I. THE STGNTFICANCE OF RAD]OISOTOPE SORPTION

An inportant consideration in the disposal of radioactive waste by

burial- in terrestrial sites is the behaviour and fate of the radionucli-des

which are introduced into the soil-. The fraction of these rad,ionuclides

consisting of soluble ionic species that escape fron their confinement

wilI, in the absence of interaction with the soil, move with the d.irection

and velocity of infiltrating surface water or the natural- ground water.

Fortunately, cationic species are sorbed by the soil cofloids and this

interaction retards the migration of the radíoisotopes with respect to the

velocity of the water. fn order to utilize this phenomenon to control the

movement of radionuclides in the envírorunent, the pattern of ground. water

flow and the rad"ioisotope sorption properties of the soils must be known.

Numerous transport theories are available which relate the mi-gration of
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radioisotope to the sorption properties of the soil- and the velocity

the ground. water.

IIT. SCOPE OT'THE STUDY

This study is a laboratory investigation of the soil characteristics

which affect the transport of rad-ionucfides by ground water with a view

to indicate easily measurable soil- characteristics which may be used. in

connection with an appropriate transport theory to predict radioisotope

migration. No attempt was made to evaluate transport theories experiment-

¡llr¡ pvncnt to â \¡erv limi ted extent in the case of rad.iocesium. TheaLLJ

isotopes used in the study were those of strontium and cesium because of

their importance in the problem of radioactive waste disposal. The soil

materiafs studied- are the soils of the trtINRE waste management area,

sediments from the nearby hlinnipeg River, and a Morden bentonite" The

avail-ab]e sorption and transport theoríes were appraised- and cast into

forms most applicabÌe to the waste disposal situation and the trüNRE soils.

An extensive investigation of rad.iostrontium sorption was carried out

covering aIl aspects of the sorption which might affect rad.iostrontiun

transport in the lrlNRE soil-s. Radiocesium sorption was studied by a method-

which was designed to simulate the fietd situation

]V. ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Chapter II is d.evoted. to a theoretical discussion of the problems of

ion exchange, fixation, and- transport of radionuclides with an attempt to

transform the theory into forms roost applicabfe to the problem of the

mì-gration of rad.ionucl-id.es from terrestrial sites. Theory is discussed

first in order to present the concepts and. models required to evaluate

the exnerimental data.

the

of



The experimental- metho,ls used. in the course of the study are

presented in Chapter III. Original nethods are d.escribed. in d.etail; a

literatu-re reference and. an outline of the principle are given for the

others

ñhonl-a¡ rrr i s an aecouni of the three principal experimentai- topicsÈ¿ ¿uv¿l/uJ

of the stud.y. .4. d.etailed norphological exaraination and. cheni-cal and

physical analysis of the samples from ihe vraste managenent area was

carried. out in order to characterize the site and the samples and to

provide data for rad.ioisotope studies. Similar analyses were conducted

upon the liinnipeg River sedinent samples and. the Morden bentonite with a

sinilar rationale. The second. section of Chapter IV concerns radio-

strontiun sorption and. the third, radiocesium sorption. A revierv of.the

avail-able experinental l-iterature is presented first, foÌlowed by a

_.-^-^_-!_r_. __._ .-î L1_ - ._.. !.-.-Ìi-i''.'.'.i....-.--..:-j.._--.'-'---

ñÏto-ra¡'lr contains a sunmary of tfre stuay, the concl-usions from thev¡rq I/ uçr v L

experirnental d.ata and a coropendium of the models d.eveloped in the course

of the stud.y which nay be used. to predict radioisotope trans.port. A step

by step proced.ure for the pred.iction of rad.iostrontium migration i-s

inel-uded
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CHÂPTER II

THEORETICAT DISCUSSTON

The behaviour of ions in a soil-solution system has been the subject

of nany investigations and a number of theoríes and rnod.els have been

proposed to explain sorption and transport phenomena. The ain of this

chapter is: to select theories and. nod.el-s which are valid in the situation

of the migration of rad.ioactive ions from terrestrial disposal sites and

which, i-n particular , are applicable to the conditions that exist at the

hINRE waste management area; to develop concepts, and- to present them in

forms which are suitable for practical- calculations.

1. ïon Exchange and Fixation

Mod.els of lon Exchange

Ion exchange is a general property of colloids which pernits them

to reLease ions in exchange for others. The sorbed. ions are hel-d near the

surface of the colloid.al particle by the electrostatic attraction of the

charged surface. The surface charge of a colloid may arise fron a strongly

sorbed layer of íons at the surface, from discontinuities in the crystal

lattice at the surface t ort in the case of the clay ninerals, from a

permanent charge in the lattice due to isomorphous substitution of lattice

ions. Although ion exchange is associated. with any nineral species having

a large surface area, the minerals in soils exhibiting a useful amount of

ion exchange are the clay mineral-s.

The ion-exchange properties of the clay minerals are due to the

presence of a negatively charged lattice and. due to the fact that the

interlayer surface is accessible to cations as in the expancling tayer

sílicates nontmori.llonite and vermiculite. The non-expand.ing layer silicates

.' """ ";ll.ii



kaolinite, chlorite, and. mica, which exhibit ion exchange only on the

external surfaces of the crystallites, contribute only slightly to the

cation-e;rchange characteristics of most soil naterials. Â schenatic of

a crystallite of an enpandÍ-ng layer silicate imnersed in a salt solution

(z+, z) is given below:

(+)(+)

Negatively charged. lattice

Negatively charged. lattice

/\(+/

T^T
9.3a" I-L l^

19À"

-L water

(*)

I'fater

(-l

(-)

\-/

(*)

(+) : catíon

In this nod.e}, the crystallite is a stack of paralle1 plates, each of

which is an aluminosilicate lattíce having a fixed negative charge due to

isonorphous substitution. The exchangeable cations resj-de between the

plates and ad.jacent to the external surfaces. Itater near the external

surfaces and between the plates is more or less ordered d.ue to hyd.rogen

bonding with the lattice and. clue to the presence of the charges as is the

water near the ions in the external solution. the exchangeable cations

are in a kinetic equilibrign with the catÍons in the external solution,



and due to electroneutrality requirements the charge of the exchangeable

cations is equal to the negative lattice charge. This cation exchange

capacity is best expressed. as nilliequivalents per gram of oven-d.ry clay.

To conplete this nodel, a the:modynamic definition of the phase boundary

between the sorbed. phase and. the external solution is required. This

definition involves the concepts of negative absorption of anions or non-

solvent water and is discussed in Append.ix A.

Another model which appears at first glance to be contradictory to

the previously rnentioned plate nodel is the dÍffuse d.ouble layer model of

Gouy and Chapman (+S). This nod.el envisions an atmospheric distribution

of ions in the vicinity of a charged. surface. Due to a conbination of

eleetrostatic interaction and diffusion as given by the Poisson-Boltznan

equation, cations are attracted to and apions repeIled. fron the vicinity

of a negatively charged surfaee. This model has been improved by ¡oft (46)

with the introd.uction of a d.istance of closest approach of the counter ions

to the charged surface and with corrections to t}:'e Boltzman distribution.

the inpression given by these nod.els of a d.iffuse cloud of ions in the

vicinity of a charged surface is, however, only valid. in the case of an

isolated. surface of low charge densíty in a solution of very low concent-

ration. ff charge densities encountered. in clay minerals and reasonable

solution concentrations are considered., the th-ickness of the d.iffuse layer

is much red.uced and most of the counter ions are found immed.iately adjacent

to the surface. This effect is further enhanced if the interaction due to

finite dÍstances between the charged surfaces is considered. The two

seemingly contrad.íctory mod.els may be unified. with the plate modeL being

most applicable to the internal surfaces of a crystallite and. the d.iffuse



layer nodel nost applicable to the external surfaces. This tactoid. nod.el

is further discussed in Appendix A in connection with negative absorption

and non-solvent water theory.

The nass-actíon law of thermodynamics (32) may be applied. to the ion

exchange reaction if appropriate def:i-nitions of systens and. phases are

fornulated with regard to the previously mentioned nodels. -4. system is

defined. as a hypothetical region containing a fixed weight of soil in

contact with a fixed, volume of solution. A systen may constitute, for

example, a given volume of a field soil within which the soil and solution

are an intimate ni-xture, or a mixture of a d.ry soil and a solution in a

bottle in the laboratory. Itithin a system, the two phases which participate

in the ion exchange reaction must be defined. In thernod.ynamics, a phase

is d.efined. as a homogeneous region (ff). The exchanger phase is d.efined.

as a surface phase, having no voh¡me, which includes aI1 cations sorbed

by the soil partÍc1es. The solution phase is defined as the homogeneous

solution surround.ing the soÍl particles. The volume of the solution phase

is d.ependent on the d.efinition of the phase boundary between the solid.

and solution phases; this is treated in detail in Appendix A.

ïon Exchange of Calcium and. Rad.iostrontiun

The ion exchange reaction may now be treated. as a chemical reaction

between ions.ín the two phases. Consid.ering first a strontium-calcium

exchange, the equation is:

Ca-clay + Sr++ G: Sr-clay + Ca++

The s¡rnbo1 rr-claytr represents the exchanger phase. The resulting

equilibriì.m expression is :

* = 4seÞ, lq"Þ(Ca)x (Sr)s Ir]



thermodynamic equilibriun constant

(Ca)s : actÍvity of calcium in the solution phase

ln" l* . tr n rt tt rt exehsnfref nhase\vol^

(Sr)s : activity of strontir.¡m in the sofution phase

/^\..rtrtrnexehan¡"ernhase
\ör/x -,''--*.'b-r !

From kinetics (Ze) the constant K may be shown to be equal to the ratio

of the rate constants of the forward and reverse reactions;

K = kt/k-t [z]

kl t rate constant of the forward reaction

k r . ll ll ?l tt ftgvefse tt

Under normal- circumstances equilibriun with an íon exchanger is reached.

rapidly and rate constants do not need to be considered. K is constant

at a given temperature if activities are used. in the equilibrium expressi-on.

fonic activities in sol-ution are d.efined as the product of the

concentration and the activity coefficient:

a-¡ = ? -¡ Ír* lZl

a+ ! eation activitY
'l+ : cation activity coefficient ;,'.,,

ff+ ! cation molarity , ,

From homovalent exchanges such as the one under consideratíon, the activity ""

coefficients of the two ions are nearly equal due to the prínciple of ionic

strength. This is especialJ-y so for similar ions such as cal-cium and
:)'.':'

strontium. Thus concentrations in the solution phase may be used in place 
""'

of activities in equation [f] wittrout affecting the va]ue of K. Similarly

total amounts of the ions in the sol-ution phase (moles, equivalents, or

counts per second ) may be used instead of activities in solution since the



- ::.:,. i'l;;::: -._:..r:.:::l:.'.:::

solution volume is the sane for both species.

Activities of cations in the exchanger phase are also d.efined. in the

nanner of equatio" [l] and. if concentrations or total anounts of ions are

used. to replace these activities in equatíon If], variations of the

activity coefficients in the exchanger phase appear as a variation of the

constant K with the composítion of that phase. K is then called a select-

ivíty number. If, as in the case of tracer studies, strontium ions are

present in the system only in trace quantities, the composition of the

exchanger phase j-s effectively constant, that is, calcium saturated.' and

K becomes again a eonstant. fn this case K is a property of the exchanger

and is constant even for a mixture of exchangers. For the system of a

caleium saturated soil in equilibrium with a solution of a ealciun salt

to which a trace anount of radiostrontiun has been ad.decl, equation [f] *"y

be rearranged to read:

(sr)x ..(ca)*Fr = *rc;l;

(Sr)x : total amount of strontir.¡m in the erchanger phase

(Sr) S : tt rr tr rr rr tr sOIUtiOn rt

(Ca)x : totat anount of calciun in the exchanger phase

(Ca)s: tt rr rr tt rr rr solutiOn tl

K : equilibriun constant

the two ion ratios nay be d.efined. as:

srDR = J+
\Ðr/ s

caDR = +g+\uals
SrDR : strontir.¡m distribution ratio

CaDR : calcir¡m d.istribution ratio

t+l

t¡l

f r'l
LOJ
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srAR = m$.Þis¡; =

'' -: lti

'ìn

and finally:

SrDR = K'CaDR [z]

the SrDR i.s commonly designated as D in the literature. Equation [7J

implies that for the sínple systen, the d.istribution of radiostrontiun

between phases may be pred.ícted. from a knowled.ge of the calcir¡m d,istribut-

íon ratio and. the equilibriun constant K. The equation also implies that

a constant fraetion of any radiostrontium ad.d.ed to the systen r'rill be

sorbed to the exchanger phase. This fraction is:

SrAR : strontiun absorption ratio

The foltowing results for four hypothetícal

saturation illustrates the variation in CaDR

(ca)x v

water contents near

be expected:

(ca)s caDR

soils at

that can

'l\T

Ie]

2L

1200

2.L

L20

Soil

Saline clay

Non saline clay

100 g. 100 neq B0

r00 r00

Saline sand 100 5

Non saline sand. 100 5

n : weight of soil

V : vol-ume of solution

N : no::nality of calcium

Since K nay be expected to be

of calcium and strontiun, the

of SrDR.

solution

near unity clue to the chenical similarity

table also illustrates expected variations

.06 {.8 neq

.001 0.08

.06 2.4

.oo1 0.0440

Radiostrontiun Exchange wÍth Ca1cir,¡m and. Magnesiun in Calcareous Soils

The foregoing discussion has been applied to a sínp1e systen of a

calciun saturated soÍl and a calcium salt solution. Naturally occurring
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soil-s represent more complex systems. The major additíonal components

wh'ieh måv ,qffeet radiostrontium sorntiôn âre the carbonate mineral-s

calcite and dolomite and the diverse j-onic species ín solution. In

Manitoba the principal ionic species present in groundwater are cal-cium,

magnesium, and sulphate. Minor amounts of sodium, potassium, chJ-oride,

and bicarbonate are also usually present. If radiostrontirm is added. to

such a system, the sol-ubility prod.uct of insol-uble strontium conpounds wil-l

not be exceeded, due to the minute concentration of strontirm present, and

these compounds wil-l- not precipitate. Thus the radiostrontium wil-l be

free to participate in ion exchange reactions. The surface of the insolubfe

calcium and magnesium minerals may add additionaf ion exchange sites but

their contribution to the ion exchange capacity of the entire soil is

believed to be smal-l. Under most conditions the only reaction of the

radiostrontium is a reversible ion exchange; however, if conditions are

such that cal-cium and magnesium carbonates or sulphates are being precipit-

¿¿ted from solution, radiostrontium will probably precipitate as well Ín a

mi vo¡l nnrrqf q'l

Equation [4] remains valid in this more comp]ex systen as is a similar

equation involving magnesium :

Either of these equations are usabfe to

However predictions may be facil-itated

in each phase can be used since the sum

exchanger phase is approximately equal

fund"amental characteristic of the soil-.

magnesium in the solution phase may be

tol
LJ ]

nra¡ri^+ +1îô cÎ¡R of a field soil.

if the sum of cafcinm and. magnesium

of calcium plus magnesium in the

to the cation exchange capacity, a

Further the sum of calcium and

estinated. from the el-ectrical-

(s")x

- 

=(SrJs
-,, (uE)"
K :¡_

\Mg/s
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conductivity of the solution (l+). fhe following equation

srDR=KlF*l!Fì.LYL'-"(ca+Mg)s

1S proposeo:

Iro]

Tn this equation K is not strictly a constant but from a stud.y of the

various ion exchange relationships nay be shown to have the following

functional relationship to the equivalent fraction of magnesi-um in the

solution phase:

I r (r-rr) (wrE)s

Í=i;- K" ffi';¡; Irr]

Ks : equilibriun constant for the Ca-Sr exchange

Kl r equilibrium constant for the Ca-Mg exchange

In general K should be relatively constant and. characteristic of the soil.

Equation IfO] may be further modified by conbíning the characteristic

constants:

SrDR = fC .:#\ua + rvrgi s

C : cation exchange capacity in neql/g

m : weight of soil in grams

KC is now eharacterj-stic of the soil ana n/(Ca + Ms)s charaeteristic of

the solution. For a field. soil this solution characterístic may be

evaluated as follows:

n 100 frzl
Tcr + MsF = NG-:lr")' LL2 J

N : normality of calcium plus nagnesium in solution (ground water)

Vn : moisture percentage of the soil
I/n : non-solvent water percentage of the soil

Vn may be estinatecl fron the cation exchange capacity of the soil as

discussed. in Àppendix A.

Irz]
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The SrDR is the quantity which enters directly into theories of the

transport of radiostrontium through soils by ground. water. To evaluate

this quantity, values are required for the absorption characteristic KC'

the normality of calciun plus nagnesiun in the ground water' and the

moisture percentage of the soiI.

Radiostrontir.¡m Sorption by River ánd Lake Sed.iments

For the related. problen of the d.istribution of radiostrontium between

a bottom sedÍment and. a bocly of water there is a more useful measure than

the SrDR. This is the strontiun concentration ratio or SrCR, commonly

synbolized as Kd in the literature, which is d.efined. as the rati-o of the

amount of radiostror'tium in the exchanger phase pe? gram of sed.ínent to

the amount of radiostrontiun per éubic centimeter of solution. The

relationship is:
ll

SrCR=* xSrDR
lYl

volume of solution

weight of soil

conbining equations Irz], [rt], an¿

[14]

[f+] tit" SrCR may be predicted

V:

M:

By

from:

s'cR = # [15]

Since the derivation of thís equation is baseci on the assumption of

homogeneous phases at equílibriun, this equation may only apply at the

imnediate interface between the water and. the sedinent. If there is no

movenent of water into the sedinent, the penetration of strontium into the

sedinent is by d.iffusion only and nay be very slow. Conversely, the

novement of strontium fron below the surface to the surface of the sedinent

is also by diffusion and consequently the above nentioned equation pred.icts
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the SrCR only for those portions of the sed.iment which are in rapid.

equilibriun with the water body.

Ion ExchanEe Involvi-nE Radiocesium

The mass actíon law may also be applied to the ion exchange reaction

between cal-ciun and cesiun:

Ca-Clay + 2Cs+

The equilibriun expression is:

t(= Iro]

Square brackets represent activities. Activities ín the solution phase

may be evaluated fron concentrations and actÍvity coefficients. For

activities in the exehanger phase, an approxination which has been founrl

suitable (e¡) i" to assume that the activities are equal to the mole

fraction of the ion in the exchanger phase. lfith the further assumption

that cesium is present in the systen only in trace quantities, equation

It6] tecones:

* _ (c")*2 [c"++]
(c^)*z [cs+]z

OT

¿ = 
(c")= [cu*+]å
(ca)x [c"*1

Curved. brackets represent nillimoles. Equation [18]

Gaponfs equation IZS). Converting all uníts to total

the system and introducing the activity coefficients'

becomes:

csDR = ffiÌä = G (ca)x ? + csfc;m

Ir?]

Ire]

is identical to

milliequivalents in

equation ItB]

CsDR : cesiun clistribution ratio

¡isl



V : volume of solution phase in nilliters

K : equílibriun constant

?+Cs : activity coeffÍcient of cesium

?+Ca : activity coefficient of calcir¡n

Note that the volume of the solution phase enters directly into the

equation for CsDR; this inplies that d,ilution of a systen with water will

alter the CsDR. This volune effect is characteristic of exchanges

involving ions of different valences.

Radiocesiun Fixation

Many workers have noted sorption of radiocesium by soils or minerals

greatly in excess of that pred.ictable fron ion exchange equatíons which

are valid for nacroscopic amounts of cesium. This effect has been

attributed to fixation or sorption at cesiun-specific sites. Â useful

model is a reversible first order reaction between ions in the exchanger

phase and the solution phase (ZA). The rate of reaction is given by:

åä=u,-(rs)s-t-1(cs)*

X : amount of radiocesiu-m lost fron solution

kl : forward rate constant (sorption)

k-l : reverse rate constant (desorption)

The rate constants are related by:

1-- tr- - DÀIrr e_l -

D : equilibrium d.istribution ratio

Izr]

The observed. fixation phenomena correspond to a case in which D is large

and the forvlard reactÍon is much more rapi-d. than the reverse reaction.

Equation [ZO] may be integrated. and expressed in ter^ns of the absorption

ratio which is the fraction of the total rad.iocesium j-n the systen which

Izo]
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is sorbed by the exchanger phase:

At=A+(Ao-t)/r'xP | >21
L __ J

A¡ : absorptíon ratio at tine t

A : equilibrium absorption ratio

Ao : absorption ratio at tine t = o

The two ratios are, of course' related by:

o + t/(t - Â) or ¿ = o/(r + l) l25l

In nany eases the approxination may be made that the reaction is irrevers-

ible, which inplies that the equilibrium absorption ratio is unity.

Equatíon lzzf tnen becomes:

T6

ktt
A

A+ = 1 - ===å,=ÐrP(k1t)

fhis equation indicates an exponential

from the solution phase.

124l

time-depend.ent increase of sorption

2. Transport Theories

fntrod.uction

Most transport theories are for"mulated. with reference to the situation

in which a solution enters one end. of a cylind.rical column of an ion-

exchanger, passes axially along the column, and exits fron the other end..

This nod.el is seen to be analogous to the situation of the paralle1 flow

of ground water through a field soil since if the axis of a hypothetical

column is chosen to be parallel to the ground water flow Iines, there is

no water novenent in a radial direction in the chosen colunn.

fn colunn theories involving rad.ioisotopes, conditions are generally

arranged so that the add.ition of the tracer does not d.isturb the chemical

composition of the solution in the colunn. This assr-¡mption is valid. in
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the case of transport of tracers buried in the soil unless large amounts

of water or water-sol-uble safts accompany the disposal of the isotope.

Two types of inputs of activity to a column are generally considered.

A step function input occurs when the sofution entering the column is

suddenly changed from a non-radioactj-ve sol-ution to a simil-ar sol-ution

containing a constant rad.ioactive concentration. The step functj-on input

is defined by:

L7

C = O for t(0

C = Co for tZO

C : concentration of radioactivity

Co : concentration of radioactivity

t : time

sol-ution

active feed solution

I zc-lL-¿ J

in
.iñ

This input is a good approximation to disposal situations i-n which

activity ís supplied to the ground water at a rel-atively constant rate as

by slow release from a sol-id, by leaching of a surface site by infiltrating

rainwater, or by continued. additions of sol-ubl-e activity to a site.

A delta function input to a col-u.mn occurs when all of the active ions

are introduced into the col-umn in a very short time, following which the

original non-radioactive feed is resumed. This input may also be approx-

imated if activity is added to a narrow band of the soil- at the entrance

to the column and non-active sol-ution is fed" in. This input corresponds

to a disposal situation in which radioisotopes in a water solub1e form are

added to the ground. water over a short period of tine.

fon ExchanEe Eouilibrium theories

If the ion-exchange reaction is reversíbl-e and. is rapid with respect

to the velocity of the rad.ioisotope, equilibrium transport theories may be
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applied. 1f+). This assunption is valid at low to moderate flow rates in

the coh¡mn if specific absorption of the tracer j-s absent. To describe

the eoncentration in a column at any tíne after initiation of flow'

equilibriun theories,require two soil parameters in add.ition to the linear

rate of flow of the solution.

A retardation parameter d.etermines the mean velocity of a front of

activity in case of a step function ínput or the velocity of a band of

activity in the case of a delta function input. For all equilibrir¡m

theories this veloeíty is:
',ú = v/(t + D) lzøl

lÍ : mean velocity of front or band

U : linear velocÍty of solutíon flow

D : equilibrir.m distribution ratio of tracer

This equation follows from the mass balance requíred to satisfy the ion-

exchange equilibrium cond.itíons.

A d.ispersion paraneter determines the rate of spreading of a front or

the rate of loroad.ening of a band of activity. ThÍ.s parameter may be

calculated. fron a physical mod.el of the d.ispersion process or may be

deternined empirically. Most equilibrir,m theories pred.ict sinilarly shaped

fronts or band.s of activity with the result that the d.ispersion paraneter

of one theory nay be related. to that of another theory. The theory of

lapídus and Anundson (14) attrÍbutes the dispersion prinarily to longitud.-

inal d.iffusion. This nod.el is very attractive to explain tracer movement

in soi-I columns at low to mod.erate fl-ow rates. The concentration-distance

equation for a step function input to a column of unit cross sectional area

is:



l=++le"t (,r- z)+È"*, (þ"'r" (r1+vr)

followst Xt
erfx'= 2 ( 

"-*2d*Éllrrr ro

erfxl=f-erfxI

The average position of the front, x, is of course calculated fron:

l=È+|err (ry-22)

The width of tbe front of activity, which may be defÍned. as the region

over which the relative concentration in solution changes fron 0.90 to

O.10, is given by:

19

wnere:

.z x(r+¡)u ,2 uD
'l- = -Zlll[- '2 = 4-i@dÏ
C z concentratíon of tracer in solution in column

Co : concentration of tracer in feed solution

Z : distance from input end of column

U : linear velocity of water flow

D' : modified liquid diffusion coefficient

x : average position of the front

D : equilibriun distribution ratio of tracer

error function erf and the error function conpliment erfc are defined.

l27l

Iee]

l2el

The

as

* =þo
ünder nost conditlons the

the equation becomes:

lto 1

second tern of equation lZl) is negligible and

I ri1

L = 1.BI Æ ltzl
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This equation implies that the width o1'

square root of the elapsed. time v'Ihereas

direct function of time. The modified

the basis of a physical- model has been

D' = ?Do + Àd.U

the front is a furiction of the

the nnsi ti on of the front is r'r

liquid diffusion coefficíent D' on

expressed as (r+)t
r --1t)) J

tracer in solution

I z,tfL/A J

.Y

Do

À

/]

labyrinth factor

diffusion coefficieñt of the

packing factor

effeeti ve grain sizev+ v v Ò¡e-¡¡

At fl-ow rates commonly encountered in soil-s, only the first terrn of

equation lll) io significant. Val-ues found for ? range from 0.50 to 1.0.

The concentration-dj-stance curves pred-icted by ion-exchange equilib-

rium theories are illustrated in Figure I and Figure 2 fot a step function

input and a del-ta function input respectively. fn these iflustrations the

d-ispersion is caused not by longitud.inal diffusion but by the discontinuous

nature of the computer nodel used. to prod.uce the curves. The soil cohmn

is d.ivid.ed into hypotheticaf sections or plates and the ion-exchange

reaction al-l-owed to come to equitibrium in each plate. the thickness of a

nt¡te cen be related to the mod.ified diffusion coefficient in a continuous

model by:

6 = zD'frJ

a : thickness of a Plate

For a step function input the

by:

activity is then given

L = r-.81 ü¡;

i-n consístent units

width of a front of

l=sl

average position of theTn ¡ wpste disnosal- area the movement of the
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Figure 1. The ion-exchange equilibriun theory: Relative concent-
ratj-on in solution along a column for a step function input of active ions.
(l = 9, the colunn length is 50 plates, and the five graphs represent
inputs of 10O,2OO,1OO, 4OO, "ttã 5OO plate pore volumes respectively.)
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Fígure 2. The ion-exchange equilibririn theory: Concentration in
solution along a column for a d.el-ta function input of active ions.
(O = 9, the column length is 5O plates, and the five graphs represent
inputs of IOO, ZOO, 50ó, 4O0, ,r,.d 5OO plate pore volunes respectively.)
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front of activity is the prine consideration; if the equilibrium assunption

is valid., this nay be estinated from equati.on [26]. The spread.ing of the

front nay be estinated fron equations l52f ana ly).

Transport in Media l¡ith a Block and. Channel Structure

The preced.ing d.iscussion has been pred.icated. on the assunption of the

uniforn flow of ground water through a bod.y of soiI. A d.ifferent situation

nay occur in the case of an impermeable body of clay or glacial till. The

body nay be fractured. into blocks so that nost of the ground water flow

takes place in the nå.rrow channel.s between the blocks. Radiotracers

present in the ground, water would. then be transported along the channels

by eonvection but would be free to d.iffuse into or out of the soil blocks.

The shape of the concentration-distance curve for the rad.ioisotope would

be governed, by three factors: the size of the channels and. blocks' the

distribution ratio of the isotope, and. the velocity of ground water flow

in the channel.

Considering this model of rad.ioisotope movement, it is apparent that

if the d.iffusion is sufficiently rapid, relative to the flow velocity in

the channel, the ion-exchange equilibrium assumption renains valid.. îhis

neans that equatton lZ6] still predicts the correct rate of movement of

the tracer if U, the linear velocity of ground. water f1ow, is calculated

on the basis of a uniforrn flow of water through the soil body. Note that

this U is not the actual velocity in a channel. Alternatively, the rate

of movement of a tracer under these cond.itions may be predicted. fron:

Tt=u'(t+t/>)
: mean velocity of a front or band

: velocity of water ín a channel

25
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2a z wj.dth of a channel

2l z wilð.th of a soit block

D : equilibrium distribution ratío of tracer

f : void fraction of soi"1 block

These equations are d.erived from the equilibrir.rn distribution of the

tracer between the soil and. solution in a block and. the solution in a

channel.

If the assumption of ion-exchange equilibrium cannot be mad.e, the

situation becones very complex, In ord.er to investigate the convection-

d.iffusion mod.e1 a computer sínulation was devised. The channel is assuned

to be sufficiently snal1 and. the flow sufficienttry slow that the solution

may be consid.ered. to be honogeneous over a cross section perpend.icular to

the flow direction. Â hypothetical colunn is divided into plates and the

diffusion reaction within each plate is simulated by the nethod. of finite

differences (9). the result of the conputer sinulation is a plot of the

concentration of the tracer in the channel and. the average concentration

in the block for each plate. The two d.imensionless pararneters whích

describe the curves are ^t fron equation [lZ] and. T which is d.efined as:

l,: dinensionless parameter

l, is defined in analory to the diffusion theory of Crank (a) as:

a

Dot,T =Eã'F
Do : diffusion coefficient in solutj.on

t : contact time in a plate

The contact tine in a hypothetical plate is deternined from:

ln)

Ire1



t - d/ur

A : plate height

ltgl

The concentration-distance curves for the bl-ock and channel model- are

illustrated- in Figures J, {, and 5 for various values of the dimensionfess

parameters. ft should be noted. that the velocity of a front is governed.

mainÌy by the parameter ? but that the front in the channel- feads the

front in the block by an amount which depends upon the paraneter T. If ^l

is small, however, most of the tracer will be contained in the block' and

very littfe of the tracer wiÌl occur in the front of the channel-.

Non-Eouilibrium Theories

Since only the ions which are in the solutíon phase of a col-umn at

any given time are mobil-e, non-equi-librium theories attribute the dispersion

of a front or band of radioactivity to the l-ack of equilibrium 'between the

sol-ution and exchanger phas"" (f+). The statistical theory proposed by

Newton (ZZ) i" al-so a non-equilibrium theory. This lack of equilibrium

can occur if the solution vel-ocity in the colt¡.mn is very high or if the

isotope is sorbed at specific sites from which it is only slowly released.

This second case ís a good approximation to the fíxation reaction which

has been noted with tracers such as rad.iocesium.

Non-equilibrium transport theories may be expressed in terms of two

parameters. One is the equil-ibrium distribution ratio of the tracer and

the other is a function of the rate constant of the exchange reaction.

the fixation reaction is a l-imitins case in which the distribution ratio

D is assumed to be infinite; that is, the reaction goes to completion.

The concentration-distance curve in the colurnn for a step function input

then reduces to:
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Figure 5. The convection-diffusion model: Rel-ative concentration ' '' "'
in solution (o ) and concentration in the exchanger. phase (x) along a

column for a step function input of active ions. (¿,= O.fO, T = 0.050,
the column length is 50 pJ-ates, and. the five graphs represent inputs of
loo, 2oo, 1oo, 4oo, and- 5OO plate pore volumes lespectively.)
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I'igure 5. the convection-diffusion model: ReLative concentration
in solution (o) and. concentration in the exchanger,phase (x) along a
colunn for a step function input of active ions. ( c = 0.0010, T =
0.00020, the eolumn length is 50 plates, and the six graphs represent
inputs of 2500, 5000, 7500, 10000, I25OO, and 15000 plate pore volumes
respectivefy. )
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s=eolnxrF [+01'-vvl",*u

C : concentration in solution

Co : influent concentration

k : forward. rate constant 
,.,,.,.;, 

,,.

-_ : -_1_-.'__

x : dj-stance along column

U : solution velocity

The sorbed. concentration is a sinilar exponential expression which 
.,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,-,

increases with tine. The concentration-d.istance curves of non-equilibrir:n t i 
, 
i '

theories are illustrated in Figures 6 and. 7 for the reversíble and. fixation ¡, ,',':,..:.:
cases respectively. The d.íspersion paraneter of the curves is:

4 = kt [+r1

? : d.ispersion parameter

k : forward. rate constant

t : contact ti-ne in a plate

It should be noted in the illustrations that D is nost inportant j-n front

movement and 4 most j-mportant in d.ispersion of the front.
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CHAPTER ÏII

MEfiIODS .A.ND MAîERTALS

Soil naterials used in this stud.y were soil samples fron the WNRE

waste management area, sediment sanples fron the Ttinnipeg River, and a

bentonite fron Morflen, Manitoba. .4. large number of nethods ïIeTe employed.

to charactetíze the materi-als as completely as vüas considered necessary.

A few carefully chosen nethod.s were used. to investigate the various aspects

of sorption of radiostrontium and radiocesium by the various naterials.

I. MATERIALS

l. SoiI Samples fron the I'üNRX Ïlaste Managenent Area

l,ocation

The I'INRE waste nanagement area, shown in Figure 8, is located to the

northeast of the plant site in Section 28 of Township 14, Range 118. the

area li-es about one nile fron the Tfinnipeg River and slopes gently in the

general d.irection of the river.

Sanpline

Seventy-seven soil sanples were collected by WNRE personnel' at 18

to 24 inch intervals, d.uring the installation of five observation wells,

in.the waste management area ín the falI of L967. The location of these

wells is shown in Figure 8. Depth of the holes ranged fron 21 to 50 feet.

the samples vlere obtained. with a J6 i-nc}:r dianeter auger.

Descripti.ons

The sanples vrere examined visually, and. sinple chemical and. physical

tests were conducted. to characterize the sanples with regard to carbonate

content, presence of concretions, texturer colour, iron nottling and

quantity and. nature of pebbles. Ðescriptions of the sanples are presented

, :, :-.- : ..: :i : ^ -",-.1,.:_.i

7)
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Figure B. Plan of Section 28, Township 14, Range 118' showing the
location of the WNRE active waste nanatement area and the five soil
sappling sites
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in Append.ix C. In general the surface deposit is a laeustrine clay. As

illustrated. in Figure ! the clay is underlain by a clay loan til-l, which

in turn is underlain by a sandy layer. The considerable variation in the

character of the sedinents in the various test holes is an indication of

the conplexity of the glacial deposits in the area. Texture* varies from

clay at the surface to a mediun sand in the d.eepest layers sampled- implying

that perneability of the lower layers is much higher than that of the over-

lying sediments. Movement of water in the clay textured layers is probably

very slow. The iron mottling shown in Figure 9 ind.icates a region of

alternate oxidizing and reducing cond.itions due to a fluctuating water

table. A net upward novement of groundwater in the waste managenent aTea

is indicated. by the find.ing of gypsum and carbonate coneretions near the

surface.

2. the Conposite Soil SanPles

The seventy-seven soíl samples fron the waste management area were

conbined on the basis of sini]ar characteristics into five conposite

samples, each of the fíve sanples being representative of a soil layer.

The depth ranges fron each test hole includ.ed. in each conposite are given

in Table I. The soils were then air-dried., ground, and- sieved at 2 nm.

Analyses reported were conducted upon the less than 2 nm. soil.

Sanple lüDAt is the surface foot and a half of the lacustrine clay and

ís d.ark-coloured due to the presence of organic natter. Sanple WDA2

represents the renaind.er of the lacustrine clay, averaging six feet in

thickness, and. contains carbonate or g'ypsum concretions. Sanp1e ÏfDA3

* Texture is the relative anounts
tr\rrther details and textural class

of sand, silt, and- clay in a soil sanple.
nomenelature are found. in Appendix D.
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¡

Hole
2

Hole
3

Depth

o'

5'

l5'

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

X

X

x

x

x

ro'

A

A

Â

A

Â

A

A

A
A

Â

A

A

20'

25'

30'

läli:iiffiffi Bhck , cloy lexture , moderotely colcoreous , no pebbles.

7 OorX grov , lighl cloy texture , moderotely colcoreous , o few pebbles.

NI o* groy brown , liqht cloy texture , weokly colcoreous , no pebbles.

f-l Dork groy brown to olive groy , silty cloy to light texfure , strongly

colcoreous , limeelone ond gronite æbäes.

-l 

Dork Eroy brown , cloy loom texture , strongly colcoreous , limestone
È=:-' ond gronite pebbles.

==== Olive groy , sondy loom to medium sond texture , moderotely
t- - - -lr-------1 colcoreous , limestone ond gronite pebbles'

x Soft corbonote ond gypsum concretions

a lron motlling
Figure p. General characteristics of the soil sanpLes fron the ÏINRE

waste management atea.

Hole
4

Hole
7
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represents the clay till which varies in thickness from 10 to 21 feet in

the waste management area. Sanple ltDA4 is a narrow transition zoîe between

the till and sand. layers and may be an artifact due to the sanpling process.

Sanple 1¡ID.A,5 is representative of a sandy layer which at one point exceeds

eight feet in thickness and. which probably rests on granite bedrock.

DEPTE R.â.NGES OF

Hole I

TABTE T

SAMPIES INCLUDED IN COMPOSÏTES

HoIe 2 Hole 5 HoIe 4Sample

WDAl

hIDA2

l^lDÂl

WDA4

IIIDA5

o-I | 6il O-l t 6tt o-1 | 6rt 0-1 I 6tt

1r6rt-5 |8rt 1r 6il-6 t0rr 1| 6rr-7 r4tt I t 6rr-4r 9rr

5tB"_Z5tOn 6 rOl-1? rOr' 7 | 4tt-2Ot 4n 4tgtt-26tOtl

23t6tt-rrru" 16'Orr-18'0tr 20r4tr-21'otr 26tott-27ton

None 18t0l'-2lt6rt 21totr-25tBrt 27tott-29t8n

Hole 7

^ ì rÁrlv-! v

1r 6il_7 r0rt

7rOil_u|6tl

None

L7 | 6n_25t 6tl

J. Botton Sediment Sanples fron the Ïfinnipeg River

Five bottom sediment sanples from the Winnipeg River were collected

from the sites Índicated' in Figure r0 by ltüNRE personner in the sunner of

Lg67. In add.ition the river water was sanpled later that year at a

position opposite the plant site.

The sedinent sanples were air-dried., ground, and passed t}:,tougkr a 2

m-n. sieve. The fraction greater tlnan 2 mm. was retained and. designated

as pebbles. I'urther analyses were eond.ucted on the less than 2 mm.

fraction.

4. The Mord.en Bentonite Sanple

The Morden bentonite sanple, a commercial bentonite sold under the

name of Filtaclay-]5 and, rnined near Morden, Man:itoba, was obtained fron
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Penbina Mountain Clays Ltd'., Ïtinnipeg' Manitoba.

q. The Prepared SamPIes

These samples, whi-ch were used in sorne of the radioisotope sorption

studies, were prepared fron composite samples of I¡üDA2 and. WDAJ and the

Morden bentonite sanple. Sone samples vüere prepared several times as

stocks were exhausted.. AIl the prepared. sanples were free of soluble

salts. A list of the sanples is given below:

Sample

tùD.A,2

l¿l-DÂt

t.lDA2

WDA2

l¡lDA7

Bentonite

Saturating
Cation

Ca

Ca

Ca

Ma-Ð

Ca

Ca

Carbonates

Rernoved

Removed

Present

Present

Present

None

I For the preparation of one sanple 500 grams of air-d.ry soil were

::: placed. ín a 4000 ml. beaker and subjected. to a number of treatments. Each

treatment consisted of ad.d.ing a solution, stirring the nixture well,

,1, allowing the soil to settle overnight, and siphoning off the clear super-

natant. At tfre corrclusion of a series of treatments, the final supernatant

was retnoved and the soil was transferred to six 1I cm. Buchner funnels and

vacuum flasks. l{hen air began to pass through the filter cakes, they were

transferred to a plastic sheet and air-d.ried.. The samples were then

ground and sieved to less than 2 mm. Seguence of treatment for various

purposes are given below:
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For

sanples eontaining about 3VÁ CaCOT equivalent, a¿d J liters of water anC

70 ml glacial acetic acid.. Adjust the pH to 4.5 with ad.d.itional acetic

acid. and boil the sample gentty for one-half hour. This constitutes the

first treatnent. Add I N calciqm acetate, adjust the pH to 4.5 with

acetic acid, and. boil the sanple one-half hour. Repeat this treatnent

two nore tines. Ad.d. water and. ad.just the pH to 7.0 with calcium hyd.roxid-e.

lfash the sample five times with I N calciun chlorid.e, once with water'

three tines with 0.01 N calciun chlorid.e, and. three tines with ethanol.

tüash the

sanples three tines with water, five tínes with I N calcium oT nagnesium

chloride, once with water, three times with 0.01 N calciuro or magnesiun

chloride, and twice with ethanol.

Calciun Saturation of the Mord.en Bentoníte. Trfash the sample three

times with water, and once with 1 N calcium acetate. Add. 1 N calcir¡m

acetate an¿ ad.just the pH to ?.0 with calcium hyd.roxid.e. Ad.d.'0.5 N calcium

chlori¿e and adjust the pE to 7.0. I'iash twice with 0.0I N calcium chloride

and continue washing with ethanol until a negative chloride test is

obtained on the supernatant.

II. METEODS

1. Particle Size Distribution

The d.istribution of particle d.iameters among the ranges designated-

as sand. (Z.O to O.O5 mn), silt (50 to 2 microns), and clay (less than 2

nicrons) was deteruíned by the pipette nethod ( 15 ). The sample was

treated with h¡¡drogen peroxid.e to d.estroy organic natter and was dispersed-

by overnight shakíng with a Calgon* solution. Sand. was renoved. by wet

te Removal and Calcir.m Satglgli-gn-for

* Product of Calgon Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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sieving. The silt and clay were dispersed. in a cylinder and the particles

allowed to sediment. Fron samples of the suspension, obtained with a

pipette at appropriate positions in the cylinder and at appropriate tines'

the silt and clay contents were deternined..

2. Carbonate Mineral Content

the anounts of the carbonate minerals, cal-cite and dolonite, were

estimated by the nanonetric nethod, ( +l ) which is based upon the different

rates of deconposition of the two minerals in hydrochloric acid solutions.

The sanple lüas contained in a bottl-e and the progress of the reactÍon was

fol1owed. by reading a nanometer attached to the bottle which indicated the

pressure of the evolved carbon dioxide. Calcite and. d.olomite were obtained

by graphical analysis of the pressure versus tine d.ata. A calcium carbon-

ate equivalent figure, which is the total carbonate content expressed as

calciun carbonate, rûas also obtained from the total carbon dioxid.e evolved,.

J. Soluble Salt Ànalysis

A 1:1 soil:water extract. Equal weights of air-dry soil and. distilled

water were mixed and allowed to stand in eontainers with tight fitting

covers for sixteen hours. the slurry was then transferred. to a dry filter

paper ín a Buchner funnel attached to a vacutun flask. The extract was

collected ín a test tube insid.e the vacuum f1ask.

A, l-z2 soil:water extract. For the Morden bentonite one part of

weight of air-dry sanple was mixed with two parts of distilled water and.

the extract was obtained as outlined above,

the Electrical Conductivity and. Magnesiurn Sulphate Equivalent of the

hrater Extract. The electrical conductivity of the water extract was

obtained þy neans of a conductivity cell and a suitable resistance bridge
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(y ). If the soluble safts are predominantJ-y calci'm and magnesium

sulphates, it is useful to cafculate the magnesi-um sulphate equival-ent

from the conductivity, as this figure is a good approxination to the

total concentration of the solubl-e salts (34 ). Magnesium sulphate

equival-ent is d.efined as the concentration of magnesium sulphate having

the same electrical conductivity as the solution under consideration.

Chemical Anafysis of the lüater Extract. The water extract may be

analyzed. to determine its ionic constituents by conventional quantitative

or qualitative methods. The most common constituents woul-d be calcium,

magnesium, socliun, potassir.rm, sulphate, chlorid.e, carbonate and bicarbonate

ions" In this study, calcilm and magnesium were d-etermined by the EDTA

method d-etail-ed below and other constituents were noted by qualitative

tests.

4. Calcium and Magnesium Deternination

A1I cal-cíum and ma5çnesium data reported in this stud.y weT'e deterrnined

by the EDTA method ( 15 ). In some instances only the calci11rn plus

magnesium figure was required and. calcium ïüas not determined separately'

lÌhen, as in some of the radiostrontium sorption experiments, the sample

was known to contain only calci-r:m, the cal-cium plus magnesium titration

was employed and. the resuft reported as calcium. Details of the EDTA

method are given below:

Reagents

(f) Sodium Diethyldithiocarbamate Solution - l% in water.

(Z) Buffer Sofution, pH 10 - Mix L15 S of NH4CI and tt40 ml- of

concentrated NH¿OH and dilute to 1BOO m]. Add 50 nt of the

stand.ard rnagnesium solution and an equivalent amount of the

\.-1,:..1,

Â'l
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EDTA solution. Dilute to 2000 nl.

ß) Hyd.roxylamine Hydrochloríde - NII2OH'HCl - powder.

(+) Potassiun Cyanide Solution - Ú" in water.

(¡) Eriochrone B1ack T Indicator (e¡f) - Grind. o.25 g of the dye 
,,.

wíth 50 g of KCI powder.

(O) Socliu¡n Hydroxide Solution (0w) - 24o s/t.

(z) car-Red Tndicato:r (oirute).

(a) Stand.ard" Cal-eiu¡n Solution (O.OzOo w) - oi-ssolve I.OOO e of dry "
CaCOT in a nininum of HCI and dílute to lO0O nl with distÍlIed

:--:

water.

(g) Standard Magnesium Solution (O,OZOO w) - Dissolve 1.2059 I of

d.ry MgS04 in water and dilute to 10OO nl.

(fO) Disod.ium Dihydrogen Ethylenedianine Tetraacetate Solution (pOf¡)

(O.Of W) - Oissolve 1.8612 g of Na2C1gH1406N2'2820 in water and

dilute to 1000 ml.

Calciun PIus Masnesiun Titration.

Place the aliquot of the sample solution, eontaining up to 0.5 meq

of Ca and Mg, in the titration flask and. d.íIute to 50 nl with water. Ad.d. ',,',

2 drops of carbamate, I nl of buffer, a few crystals of NH20H, I mI of 
1.t.,

KCN, and a pinch of EBT. Titrate with EDTA to a pure blue end point

Similarly titrate a magnesiu¡n stand.ard. and a blank.

calcium Titration 
,.,..,

Place the aliquot, containing up to 0.5 neq of Ca, in the titration i

flask and dilute to 50 mI with water. Ad.d 2 d.rops of carbamate, sufficient

NaOII to bring the pH to L2.5 - 17, a few crystals of NH20H, I nI of KCN'

and a pinch of Cal-Red. Titrate with EDTA. to a pure blue end poínt.
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Sinilrrrì-y titrate ¿r bl-ank.

Calcufati-ons

Calcufate the normality of the EDTA from the titer of the standard

and corresponding btank. Calculate the concentration of calciun plus

magnesium or calcium in the sampJ-e from:

/- |meq/ r - ¡volume of EDTA - blank) x N x ÌOOO/volune of aliquot l+21

N is the normality of the EDTA. The concentration of nagnesiun is

determi ncd hr¡ di.fference.

\. Svstem Anal-vsis of a Calcareous Soif

The foll-owi-ng scheme of analysis was used to obtain the total- water

sol-ubl-e salts, carbonate nineral- content, and cation exchange capacity of

calcareous soils.

Total Water Soluble Salts

Wash a lO.O g sample of air-dry soíÌ four times in a centrifuge tube"

Begín the washing with water and change first to 50% ethanol- and then to

95% etinanol- when the soil- begins to disperse. Combine the decantates,

boÍl to expel the ethanol, and dilute to 500 mI. Determine cafciun and

magnesium on a suitable aliquot of the conbined decantates. Other

constitr.¿ents may af so be deternined.

Carbonate Mineraf Content

Transfer the now saft-free soil- to a beaker, add 6 N HCl in an amount

equivalent to the carbonate content, and adjust to pII 4 with HCl. Boil

gently for a few minutes, and- centrifuge the }iquid portion of the

suspension. Retain the cl-ear supernatant and transfer the precipitate

back to the beaker. Repeat the pH adjustnent, boiling, and centrifugation

three more times, combining the clear supernatants. Wash the soil with



lrater, which has been ad.justed. to pH 4 with H2S04, until a negative

chloride test is obtained. on the washings. Combine the washings with the

previous supernatants and dilute to 1000 ml. Determine calciun and

nagnesium upon a suitable aliquot of the solution. (ft may be necessary

to remove lne R2O7 group before determining calciun and. magnesirm. )

Calculate the calcite and dolonite contents of the soil fron the theoret-

ical formulae CaCOS and. Callg(CO5)2 respectively.

Cation Exchange Capacity

Wash the carbonate-free sanple once with I N caleiun acetate ad.justed-

to pH ?, once with I N calcium chloride, and. once more with the calcium

acetate. ltash twice with 0.Ol N CaCl2, wash with ethanol until a negative

chloride test of the supernatant is obtained.. Ttash four tines with 40 nI

portions of 1 N ammonium acetate, combining the decantates and diluting

to 25O ml with anmoniun acetate. Deternine calcium upon an aliquot of

the anmonir.m acetate extract and. calculate the cation exchange capacity

of the soil

6. Selective Dissolution and. Particle Size Separation

Samples upon which a nineralogical analysis was desired were treated. "'''''.'i': 
Ì,:..,'

:r-::'-::::a: 1 l).

to remove solubte salts, exchangeable cations, carbonates, organic natter, ..;',, , '

,,,,,, .,.,,,t,, ...,,

and f,ree iron oxides, rrere boiled. in sod.ir.¡m carbonate, and rlere separated.

into particle size fractions by the nethods of Jackson ( f0). Brief

outlines of the various procedures are given below.

Removal of Soluble Sal,ts, Exchangeable Cations. and Carbonates

The sanple was treated. with an acetic acid. - sodium aeetate buffer

having a pä of five. Boiling several tines in this solution and. subsequent

washing selectivity remove,l soluble salts and. carbonates and d.isplaced the

++



exchangeable cations.

Renoval of OrEanic Matter

Organic matter lüas removed by several treatnents with hydrogen

peroxide.

Extraction of Free Ïron Oxides

Sodiun dithionite rras used as a reducing agent and sodir.¡m citrate

as a complexi-ng agent to d.issolve selectively the free or anorphous iron

oxides from the samPle.

Renoval of Colloictal Silica and Aluni

The sanple ïüas boiled in a sodium carbonate solution in ord'er to

remove cenenting materials such as colloid.a1 silica and alumina and

conplete the d.ispersion of the soil particles.

Separation of the sand. fraction was acconplished. by wet-sieving'

The finer fractions were separated by repeating sedinentation and decant-

ation using gravitational or centrifugal acceleration. Soils are

nornally separated into the following ranges of particle diameters:

2.0 mn to O.O5 nn (5Ou)

50u to 2Qu

2Ou to 5u

5u to 2u

2u to 0.2u

Less than O.2 u

45

Sand

Coarse Silt

Mediun Silt

Fine Silt

Coarse Clay

Fine CIay

Àny fraction nay be further subd.ivided. if the situation warrants.

7. Clav Mineral Analvsis

The clay mineral content of the sanples was investigated by means of
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X-ray diffraction, chemicaf analysis, and cation exchange capacity

determinations. Tn some cases quantitative estimates of míneral species

or components were obtained.

{

The X-ray d.iffraction analysis was carried. out in accordance with

the methods given by Jackso" (fZ). The equipment used. hias a Phitips X-ray

generator equipped with a cobal-t target tube, and a Piritips d.iffractometer

an¿ powder camera.. Parall-el orientated specinens for the diffractometer

weïe prepared by dryÍng a slurry of the fine clay' coarse c1ay, or fine

sil-t on a glass sl-ide. Two slides were prepared for each fraction of each

sample: a magnesium saturated glyceroÌ sofvated. specimen and a potassium

saturated specimen. The potassium s¿rturated specinen was X-rayed after

d-rying at room temperature and- after heating at IOOoC and 55OoC so that,

for each fraction, four d.iffractograms were obtained.

The powder camera technique was used only with the Morden bentonite

sample. The specimen, which was mounted in a capillary, I,ias a cafcium or

magnesium saturated glyceroÌ solvated sample of the coarse clay. It was

prepared. as a random powder by the benzene-ethanol nethod of Jackson (fZ).

Tn general the interpretation of the diffractograms and films fol-l-owed

the identification criteria given by Brown ( I ).

Chemical Anal-ysis of Cla.v Fractions

Clay fractions were prepared for chemical- analysis by saturation with

a particuÌar cation, removal of sol-uble salts and oven-drying at 1O5oC.

In general the scheme of analysis followed was simÍlar to that given by

Shapiro and Brannoct< (+f). A sod.lum hydroxide fusion was used for sil-ica

and a1u¡nina which were determined by the molybdenum blue method and- the
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aluminon nethod, respectively. A solution prepared' by a hydrofluoric-

sulphuric acid. fusion lfas used for the d.etermination of the renaining

oxides. litanía vfas determined. by the tiron method, total ferric oxide

by the orthophenanthroline nethod., line and nagnesia by the EDTA nethod-'

and soda, potash and. Iithia rüere determined by flane photometer' The

ignition loss, by heating at 900oC for two hours' was also deternined-.

Cation Exchange CaPacity

The cation exchange capacity of the clay fractions was determined- by

a method simÍIar to the one used by Jackson ( I ). Approximately 200 ng

of clay was treated three tines with the sod-iun acetate buffer of pH 5

in a 90 nl centrj.fuge tube. The clay was then washed three times with 2 N

sodium chloride, twice wj-t|¡ 50% ethanol, and once irith 95% ethanol. The

clay was washed with acetone to renove the last traces of chloride as

indicated by qualitative tests on the supernatant' The sodiun saturated

clay was then transferred to a 15 nI centrifuge tube and was washed five

tines with 15 m1 portions of 0.5 N nagnesiun chlorid.e, the d.ecantates

being combined. and d.iluted to 1.00 nI with magnesiu.m chlorÍde. Sodi-un was

determined by flane photonetry on a five tine dilution of this extract by

comparisons lrith standards of zeto to 20 ppn sod.iun in 0.1 N nagnesiun

chloride solutions. The clay was washed three tines with ethanol and. was

dried in the tubes at IO?oC to obtain the sample weight. The cation

exchange capacity was calculated. fron the flane photometry data and. the

sample weight.

Quantitative CIay Mineral Analvsis

The mica content, j-ncluding discrete nica and mica layers in inter-

stratified species, was estimated. on the assumption of a t$" lK2O content
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of the pure nineral. Sinilarly nontnorillonite, in the absence of

ver"6j-cul-ite, was estinated. from the equation given by Jackson ( f ) :

y'o nont = %* x loo

CEC : cation exchange eapacity in meq,/tOO g.

l+tl

8. Eydraulic ConductivitY

A constant head nethod (ef ) was used for the hydraulic conductivity

d.eterminations. Specinens were eontained in polystyrene tubes having an

inside dianeter of about 3 cm. Dilute calcir.m chlorid.e was used as the

feed solution in order to prevent d.ispersion of the clay. Ttre pressure

head ranged fron 40 to 60 cn. To mininize evaporation, the effluent was

eollected in potyethylene bags which were attached. to the cohmns with

elastic bands. Specimens were prepared by two quite different techniques:

(f) ffre ð.ry 2 nm soil was loaded into the cylintters and was subsequently

wetted , (Z) the soil was mixed with water, puddled in a high speed' stirrer'

and poured into the cYlinders.

o. Analvsis o{ Soil Moisture

Two nethod.s were used to obtain a chenicat analysis of the soil

moisture at specific moisture contents:

Extraction of Moisture with a Pressure Extractor

A volumetric noisture extractor* was used to extract moisture fron

slurries prepared. at ¡noisture contents between field capacity and satur-

ation. The nethod. is given below:

Mix 200 to 1OOO grams of air-dry soit with an appropriate amount of

d.istilled water. Cover the slurry tightly ancl allow it to stand overnight.

*" Supplied fron Soilnoísture Equipment Co., Santa Barbara, California.
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Rinse the porous plate of the extractor by passing d.istilled. water through

it and dry the plate overnight by passing air over both surfaces' Then

transfer the slurry to the extractor and. press it into contact wíth the

plate. The soil pad must form a good seal at the ed.ges to prevent air

leaks through the plate. Remove a subsample of soil for a moisture

d.eterminatiol and cfose the chamber. Apply air pressure of one third

atmosphere to the chanber and begin to collect approximately five millí-

liter portions of the soil solution. Ïlhen outflow ceases, increase the

pressure in steps up to a linit of two atmospheres and continue the

collection. Calcir.¡m and. magnesium are determined upon the cofLected

solutions by the EDTA nethod.

Approximately lOO g of air-dry soil was nixed with distilled water

until the s aturation point was reached as evidenced by the characteristic

appearanc e (75). The paste was covered. tightly and- allowed to stand for

16 hours at which tíme it was v¡el1 nixed with a spatula and a subsanple

was taken for a moisture d.eteruination. A Buchner funnel was assembled-

to a suction flask and. the paste was transferred to a d-ry fitter paper in

the funnel, the extracted. noisture being collected in a test tube in the

flask. Calciun and. magnesiun were determined on the extract by the EDTA

nethod.

Two nethods were used for the determination of the exchangeable

cations anci cation exchange capacity of soils and prepared sanples:

The 2 N Sodiun Chloride Method

This method has been developed for the deternination of the exchange-

nd Cation
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able calciun and magnesiun and the exchange capacity of calcareous soils.

In the case of soils containing an appreciable quantity of soluble salts

of calcium and nagnesium the analysis of the NaCl leachate will represent

both exchangeable and soluble cations but the analysis of the lþC12 
.,,1.,,: .,1,,,,,

leachate v¡i1l stil] represent the cation exchange capacity unless the 
'-'" " :'

soluble salts are present in such a quantity that they are not ful1y

removed by the IviaCI leaching. Detailed instructions follow: 
,,, ,,,,..,, ,

(f) hreigh 25.O cn of air-dry soil into 25O nL beakers '

(Z) ïlet the soils wLtn 25 to 50 ml of 2 N NaCl solution and allow to ,i,::,::.:::':'.::'1
'.;-:. ::t: -:.:l

stand for one hour.

3) Usíng a stream of 2 N NaCl fron a wash bottle quantítatively transfer

the soils from the beakers to 11 cn Buehner funnels fitted. with

tüÏratman No. 42 filter papers. Catch the filtrate in 25O nL suetion

flasks.

(+) Leach the soils with sna1l portions of 2 N NaCl until the leachate

volr¡me reaches approxinately 225 nL-

(¡) Dilute the leachates to 25O nI with 2 N NaCl and determine exchange-
.:' '''', ' '...'-''':

able calcium and magnesium by suitabl.e analysis of the leachate. :,:.;.,,,,.i.l'1,:.,

(6) Leach the soils wLtin 95y'" ethanol in snall portions until the liquid , :,,::,'i,,.

drippÍng fron the tip of the funnel is free of chlorÍde as revealed 
' i' ::ì::'r:-i

by tests wÍth AgN03.

(Z) Discard the alcohol leachate and rinse the flasks with distilled water. 
::i

,.'..''..,:.1,,.."',,.,.

(A) Leach the soÍIs with 200 nl of 1 N MgCI2 in snall portions. Dilute ' : " ':: :

the MgCl2 leachates to 25O nt with I N UeCl2 in volumetric flasks

and. store in poly bottles.

(g) The cation exchange capacity is d.ete:mined by a suitable analysis of
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the sodium content of the MgC12 leachate-

/-^\(10) Exchangeable cal-cium and magnesium and. the cation exchange capacity

are expressed in terms of nilliequivalents for 100 gE of air-dry

soil.

The Ammonium Acetate - Centrifuge hiashing Method

Ten p.ram samples were washed with 70 ml of I N ammoníum acetate a

total_ of six times. The combined decantates vùere diluted to 500 mI and

an aliquot taken for analysis. Anmonium acetate was removed fron the

aliquot by evaporation with nitric acid and calcium and magnesirm were

determined by EDTA titration

ll-. Analysis of !üater Sanples

El-ectrical- conductivÍty was deterni-ned with a cond.uctivity ceIl and

a resistance brid.ge. Calciun and magnesir¡rn were determined. by EDTA.

l-2. Moisture Determinations

The sample, upon which moisture was to be determined, was placed in

a tared tin box with cover. The weight was determined and the sample,

with the cover ôþen. was dried in the oven at lO?oC for 24 to 48 hours.

The box r¡ras recovered, cooled in a d.esiccator for one half hour, and again

weighed. The moisture percentage rn/as equal to the weight l-oss upon d.rying

as a percent of the dry soil weight. In some cases the water content was

calcufated fron the weight l-oss as a percentage of the wet soil weight.

15. Non-Solvent ïlater Content

Non-solvent water content was determined by the nethods in Append.ix

A.

14. Radioactivitv Countíng Procedures

Three radioactivity counting techniques were used; a Philips Phl4251
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counter, ratemeter, and single channef pulse height analyzer was used

with all of these. The various detectors and procedures are given befow.

Beta Counting with an End-Window Geiger Tube

A Philips L8576 end--window Geiger tube was positioned in a lead

castle with the window facing downward. A three milliliter aliquot of

the solution to be counted was placed in a 5 ml- beaker which was positioned

directly bel-ow the window of the Geíger tube. A1l- counts llere corrected

for background and, to correct for coincidence, some solutions were dil-uted

so that aÌl sarnpl-es counted produced approximately 20,000 counts in l-000

seconds.

Beta Coqqtine xrti,, a Gl-ass llall- Geiser Tube

By pipette, 10 ml alJ-quots of the beta emitting solution were

introduced" into a Baird-Atornic Number 8-725 glass wall pour-in type Geiger

tube. Alf counts vì/ere corrected for: background and in order to correct

for coincidence the anounts of the radioisotope used and the dilutions of

some sol-utions were adjusted to produce approximately 50,000 counts in

LOOO seconds.

Ganna Scintillation Counti-ng

Gamma-emitting specimens were inserted. ínto the well- of a Conuclear

well-type scintiflation probe which was situated in a lead castfe. The

window of the pulse height ana\yzer was adjusted to accept the 0.51-4 ¡nev.

photopeak of Sr-85 or the O.662 mev. photopeak due to Cs-I37. Liquid-

specimens were contained in 6 ml flat bottoned vials. Since the counting
7

efficiency is a function of the geometry of the specirnen, the same vol-ume

of' liquid, measured by pipette, was used for specimens which were to be

conpared to each other. Al-1 counts rvere corrected. for background.
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15. Rad.iostrontium Sorption Determinations

1lwo radioisotopes of strontiun were used in the sorption determin-

ations. Sr-89* was received as 1 mc of Sr-89 in O.l5 ml of 1 N HCl. This

was dílute¿ with d.istilled. water to 1OOO ml ancl aliquots of this stock

were used to prepare the solutions for the sorption studies which contained-

calcium chloride in the range of 5 to 40 neqr/t and Sr-89 in the range of

10 to BO :y;efl- Sr-85+ was received as I nc of Sr-85 in 1 nL of 0.5 N HCI.

A stock solution of Sr-85 was prepared. by d.iluting the isotope to 100 nI

with distilled water and. aliquots of this stock were used. to prepare

solutions for the sorption studies which contained. about 20 uc/L of Sr-85

and. 5 to 40 neqft of calcium chlorid.e. No difficulty was encountered in

handling the active solutions with ord.inary glassware and in using ordinary

chemieal laboratory techniques.

Two very similar methods were used in the radiostrontirm d.eterninations'

one being used with calcium saturated non-calcareous soils and. calcium

chlori¿e soluti-ons, and the other being used is systems of caleareous soils

and solutions containing'both calcium and magnesium. these are outlined

below.

Calcium-Radiostrontiun Equili-bria Method

Transfer the required. weight of air-dry soil into a 45 nL screw-capped

centrifuge tube. Àtld the required volu-me of the radioactive solution to the

tube with the aid of a pipette. Cap the tube, shake well by hand until the

soil is well suspended, and shake the tube overnight on an oscillating

shaker. Assemble a 5.5. cm poly Bucher funnel to a suction flask and-

x Supplied. by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, gak Ridgb, Tennessee.
+ Supplied. by Nuclear Science Division, International Chemical and Nuclear

Corp., Pittsurgh' Pa

5t

:_ : --:..., :.". .,...:.:.a
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insert a test tube to catch the filtrate. Filter the suspensions with a

Ïrlhatman No. 42 filter paper and retain the clear filtrate. Count the

radioactivity of an aliquot of the filtrate and an aliquot of the original

solution. Determine the calcium concentration of the filtrate by EDTA 
,-;.:,.,

titration. The aliquots used. for counting may also be used. for the

titration.

The calculations for an experiment rrere begun with a d.etermination 
l

of the solvent volume of the system: ,',,

Ìr _ ï¡- - (Vn - Vn) n f ¡tj ,',,,v-vlT 100 L++J ::

V : solvent volune

V1 : volume of solution ad.ded

Va : air-dry moisture percentage

Vr, : non-solvent water pereentage

m : weight of oven-d.ry soil :

The amount of calciun in the two phases was calculated by:

(cu)* = cm l+>l
(ca)s = (r - ¡)ru v/a l+a1 

.,.
(Ca)x : total meq of caLcium in the exchanger phase .,,

(ca)s: rr rr rr tt tt It solution ,, ,

' ';1

C : cation exchange capacity as meql/g

T : titration volune of EDTA for sample

b : rr n n rr rr blank 
.,.,,1

N : nor"malíty of EDTA

A : aliquot of sample for titration

and the cal-cium distribution ratio by:

caDR = (ca)x/(ca)s l+ll
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The total rad.iostrontiun in the system was calculated by:

(s")o = (s')1 II [+e1

(S")o : total radiostrontiun in the systen

(St)f : radiostrontium activity in the original solution

The activity in the solution phase was deternined by d.irect counting and

the activity in the exchanger phase by:

(s')* = (sr)o - (s')" [+g]

(S")* : activity in the exchanger phase

(St)": " tt rt solution rt

Then the strontiun distribution ratio was calculated- by:

srDR = (sr)*/(sr)" [lo1

and the equilibrium constant bY:

K = SrDR/CaDR [ir1

Method for Calciun-Magnesiun-Radiostrontium Equilibria with Calcareous

Soils

The nethod used was identical to the above method except that both

calcium and magnesium concentrations in the solution phase were determined

by the EDTA nethod.

With a few changes the ealculations also followed. the schene used

with the above nethod. Calcium and. magnesium in the soluti-on phase were

calculated. from the EDTA titration d.ata. Calcil¡m and. nagnesium in the

exchanger phase were d.eternined from a mass balance of calcÍum and nagnesiun

originally in the soil and. solution and in the finat system after mixing.

The quantity n/(Ca + Mg)s of equat:.on [fZ] was then calculated. Final data

obtained were the equilibrÍu.n constants of equations [4] an¿ [9] an¿ KC of

equation Ife]. The equivalent fraction of magnesiun in solution was also
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calculated to be used in connection with equation Iff].

16. Reversibility of the Calciun-Radiostrontiun Exchanee

In ord.er to test the reversibilíty of the Sr-Ca ion exchange' a

technÍque was devised ¡qhereby the final equilibrium was approached both

from the direction of high radiostrontiun sorption and fron the direction

of low radiostrontiun sorption.

To approach equilibrium from the d.irection of high sorption' 15.0

grans of air-dry soil were placed. in a centrifuge tube and. 25.0 n1 of a

very d.ilute calcium chloride solution containing Sr-8! was add.ed. The

soil was well suspended by hand shaking and was shaken mechanically over-

night. Then 10 mI of 1 N calcium chlorid.e solution was added to cause

desorption of much of the radiostrontium and the tube was again shaken

overnight. The suspension in the tube was then centrifuged. and an aliquot

of the clear supernatant was taken for scintillation counting. A sÍmilar

method. was used to approach the equilibrium fron the d.irection of low

sorption except in this case the calcium ehloride was ad.d.ed. before the

first overnight shaking and the radiostrontium was ad.ded. before the second

shaking.

17. Desorption of Sorbed. Rad.iostrontiun

Another experiment concerning irreversibility was d.esigned to permit

d.irect counting of the Sr-85 activity sorbed. to the soil. One gran sanples

of soil were placed in screhl-capped test tubes of the proper dinensions to

fit the well of the seintillation crystal. With this technique, after

treatnent with a solution, the tube could be centrifuged., the supernatant

discarded, and the activity in the sed.inent deternined. The d.isad.vantage

of this teehníque is that the maxinum anount of radioactivity that could
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be removed. in one treatment is limited by the ion-exchange reaction and

the volume of solution held up in the sedinent.

Five nílliliters of a dilute calcium chlorid.e solution containing

Sr-85 was added to each tube and the míxtures were shaken overnight.

The tubes were centrifuged., supernatants decanted., and rad.ioactivity

d.etermined.. The sanples were then washed five tines with I N calcium

chloride with counting following each washing. Calcium chlorid.e was

addetl and the sanples again shaken overnight with the washing continued

in the morning. Following this was one ad.ditional calcii.m chlorid.e

washing. The sanples tüere then treated. twice with a sodir.m acetate

buffer which is norually used for carbonate renoval, with counting folIow-

ing each treatment.

18. Kinetics of Rad"iostrontiun Sorption

Five grans of air-d.ry soil and tOO nI of O.O2 N CaCL2 were placed

in 200 nI centrifuge bottles. At zero time, 10 nl of Sr-89 soluti-on was

add.ed. and the samples were shaken mechanically. At specifíc intervals of

tine, the bottles rrere centrifuged and a 10 nl- aliquot of the clear super-

natant withclrawn for beta counting. After counting the aliquot was

returned to the system and. shaking was resumed.. lotal rad.iostrontium was

determined by counting aliquots of a similar solution to which no soil

was added.

Ia. Radioisotope Sorption in Columns

The construction of the columns is illustrated in Figure 1I. l,lhen in

use, the inlet of the colu-mn ïras connected via a three-way stopcock to a

length of PVC tubing which rÍas connected. to the feed. solution reservoir.

A head. of about l2O cn was required. îhe lower end of the column entered.
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a flask or vial in which the effluent was collected.. Evaporation was

prevented by a plug of cotton.

To prepare a colunn for use, a one-haIf inch fthatnan number 42

filter paper was inserted. into the barrel section. Air-dry soil was

then transferred into the barrel with the use of a funnel, the weight

being deternined fron the gross and tare weights. A second filter paper

was placed. on top of the soil and the plunger section, with the O-ring

suitably lubricated., was inserted into the barrel. The wing-nuts were

then attached and the three-way stopcock connected to the inlet fitting

of the coh.¡mn. The lower end of the co}.¡mn was then placed. in water and.

a slight suction applied to wet the soil. After the soil was thoroughly

wetted., the column was placed in a beaker of the non-active feed solution

and suction Ïras applíed to the inIet. In this nanner the sofution was

passed through the column until a1l air was expelled.. The column vüas

then connected to the reservoir of non-active feed solution and the wi-nE-

nuts were tightened. to establish a suitable flow rate. The col-unn was

Tun over night with this feed solution and was then read"y for the radío-

isotope sorption experiment.

To begin a sorption experiment, the feed was changed. to an identical

solution which contained the radioisotope. Ttris feed was continued until

the rad.ioactivity in the effluent was equal to that in the feed. or until

the run was terminated.. At various tines d.uring a run as well- as at the

end of a run, the feed. tubing was disconnected, a rubber device slipped

over the end. of the column, and- the asse¡rbly inserted. into the well of

the scintillation crystal for counting. Aliquots of the feed solutions

and. blanks were also counted and. during some runs, aliquots of the effluent
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vrere counted. After the col-unn was counted. it could be reconnected to

the feed tubing and the run continued. if desired.

At the end of a run, the length of the soil plug was measured. The

. column was then disassembled and the plug expelled from the barrel by

neans of air pressure. The plug was transferred to a tared tin box and

a rnoj.sture determination made upon it.

Since the counting efficiency of the scintillation crystaf is a

, function of the d.imensions of the specimen inserted into the well, a curve

,... was constructed. to correct for changes in counting efficiency due to the

length of various soil p1ugs. A curve was also constructed. to correct

for the rad.ioactivity contained in the dead volune above the soil plug.

Soth corrections were ninor, amounting to a few percent.

The pore volume of the systen was calculated, fron the moisture

determination on the soil plug

pore vo1. = !úater 10ss at 1100c * oven-d'ry soil weisht Fra-l
ove@ L2¿)

From these data and the length of the plug the bulk density and the

particle d.ensity were also calcu1ated.. The solvent volume was calculated
:.:.. ..

:,1,' fron the pore volune and the non-solvent water data. The activity in the

', solution phase was ealculated fron:

So1utionactivity=Feed.so1utionactivity*ffi[l¡]

and the activity in the exchanger phase from:

,,,:, Exchange activity = Total activity - solution activíty l>+l

From these data the distribution ratio of the isotope was calcuLated.

These techniques were used in experinents with Sr-85 and Cs-lJ'l anð.'

in ad.d.ition, an investigation of the Cs-fJ7 activity in the effluents from

the colunns ÌÍas carried out. Details of the nethod.s are given below.
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Radiocesiun Sorption in Column Experinents

Active and non-active feed solutions were prepared. to be identical

in chenical conposition except that Cs-IJ'l was ad.ded to the active sol-ution

to a level of about 7 ¡tc/t. The conposltion of the five solutions and. the

corresponding soil samples are given in Table II. Sorption fron these

solutions was d.eternined. as given above.

TABTE II

SOTTS AND CORRESPONDING SOTJUTIONS USED TN fiTE Râ.DIOCESIUM SORPTION STIIDTES

Number Soil
Ca MC Na K S04 Cl

meo/L

1 l'¡DA1 I8.7 2L.3 0.0 0.0 40.0 0.0

2 rñDÃ7 18.7 2I.5 4.0 O.2 40.0 4.2

5 \rDAz 26.8 17 .1 5.O O.2 64.L 5 "2

4 TfDAS 5 .O 5 .0 1.0 O .2 10. O L.2

5 Bentonítex 2o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2o.o

* C"l"i,* saturated. prepared sanple

Radiostrontium Sorption in Coh.mn Experinents

Experiments with sr-85 lùere carried' out sinilarly to the radiocesium 
,,..',:,i,,1,,,.....,

experiments given above. The solutions were id.entical to solution I in . .' ,, ,'.;.,,-

îable fI except that the actÍve solution contained about Z yc/t of Sr-85 . ' "

Rad.iocesium Activity in the Effluent fron Colrrmns

At appropriate tines d.uring a sorption experinent with Cs-157, while

the active solution was being fed in, the effluent was coltected. in a plastic , ,, i,.' ,

_ .:.' .: r : _:: '-: r'

vial. The volunetric flow rate was d.eternined fron the amount collected and

an aliquot of the effluent was transferred to a counting vial. Itris, and a

sími1ar vial of the feed. solution, were counted by ganna scintillation.
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CHAPTER ÏV

EXPERIMENlAL

T. CHARACTERTSTICS OF SAMPTES AND STTES

1. Introd.uction

Chemical and physical analyses were conducted on the soil samples'

river sediment samples, and. the Morden bentonite in order to charactetíze

the sanples and. to provid.e data for subsequenp radioisotope sorption

studies. In some cases the analyses were aLso used. to characterize t]ne

sampling sites; results lfere correlated with the find'ings of previous

an¿ present geological investigations of the ÏüNRE waste nanagement area

and its surround.ings.

2. Field Investigations of the TìIIIRE lfaste Managenent Area

A study of the plant síte and its surroundings by The Shawinigan

Engineering Conpany Linited (4e) itr¿icated that the regional overburden

consisted of imperneable clays and that the water table was high and in

general slopes toward the river

A prelininary ground.water stud.y in the vicinity of the present waste

managenent area was carried. out in L964 by Charron ( 6 ). Ott the basis

of surface observations, a well inventory, and two drill-holes in Section

28, Charron id.entified two recharge areas of permeable sands and. gravels;

one to the northeast and one to the southwest of the waste management area.

He stated that the groundwater from the nain recharge area to the north-

east of the waste managenent area rose to the surface in the vicinity of

the southwest guarter of Section 55 to form bogs and. narshes which drained

into the Ttinnipeg River. Sed.iments encountered in d.rillíng were clays of

clayey tills which rrere considered to be imperneable. However, water rose

o¿



rapid.ly in the holes and- was presumed to originate in sandy stringers

encountered during driJ-ting. The cotrcfusion of the stud.y was that ,qround-

w¿¡ter movement ín the clays or cJ-ayey till- would be ver.y sfow rìtte to 1,he

1ow hydraulic gradient and the impermeabl-e character of the sedÍments.

Brief field. examinations of the soils in the waste management area

were cond.ucted. by the authors with the cooperation of !üNRE personnel at

various times during :!67 . These examinatíons, in conjunction with water

ler¡el re¡dings from observation well-s in the area, led to the preliminary

concl-usion that a slow upward. movement of groundwater existed in the waste

management area.

In 1968, at the request of Dr. J.E. Guthrie, Atomic Energy of canada

Limited, Idhiteshel-l Nuclear Research Establ-ishment, a hydrogeological

investigation in the vicinity of the present waste nanagement area was

begun by the Department of Earth Sciences, University of Manítoba. In a

nrôsrêsq rennrt ^f +Li - ctrrÄ¡¡ ñhcrrr¡ ¡nri Resw'i eV (7 ) stated that theIrrvE)! vpv¡ v uI ulr!Þ ùuuuJ vr¡çtrJ arru luDYrrvr! \ | / ¿wsuev

glacial deposits in Section 28 and vicinity occur as four distinct geo-

I nci a¡ I rrni te. - ^.i 'r +,, ..^*^? 'l ¡ arrct¡i no rrnì + a Clayey lOWef laCUStfine¿v6¿vu¡ ur14 uÐ. d Ðlr uJ ul]Pgr r4vuÞ ur rrlç vttl v , a vLaJeJ rvvrvf

unit, a unit of glacial tiI1 beneath the l-acustrine clay, and. a basal-

sandy unit inmediatety overl-ying the Precanbrian bedrock. These units

become progressively exposed in the uplands portion of the region. The

upper l-acustrine unit does not extend into the present waste management

area. Cherry and Beswick concfuded that three areas of groundwater

recharge or diseharge rirere tocated in the vicinjtr¡ nf Senti on 2$. The
€:v 'fvr

waste manaéîement area was found to be focated in a discharge area which

extends to the north and south of the area. The recharge areas occur to

the east and the west of this central d.ischarge area.

..:.-.; :,,..: i :.;,rì-:' 'fr,.a.:",j::i
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J. Results and Discussion

. The results of

the prelininary analysis are given in Table IrI. The wid.e range of

particle size d.istribution of the five composite sanples is evident'

AI1 samples are calcareous and contain both calcite and- d.olonite- There

is a noticeable accumulation of water-solub1e salts in the lacustrine

clay layers which nay be attributed to translocation of salts by d-ischarging

groundwater.
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PARTTCTE SÏZE

AIÍD SOIUBT,E SATT

Analysis ÍÍDAI

Sand 50u 5.6

Silt 5O-2u l.2.6

Clay 2u 81.8

Calcite

Dolonite

CaCOS equivalent -

TABT,E ITÏ

DrsrRIBIJlroN, CARBoNATE CoNTENT

CONTENT OF FIVE COMPOSTTE SAMPLES

TIDA2 I'rDAl WDA4 WDA5

o^

13.7

56.7

11.8

L6.2

29.4

14.6

29.B

Ktr, Â

18.6

9.e

29.7

L4.6

5L.2

26.7

22.2

L3.5

3.6

17.4

6L.3

29.2

9"5

8.5

5.9

].4.9

Units

%

/"

%

%

%

%

Salts soluble in
1:1 extract
expressed as MgS04
eouiv. 49 58 r0.0 4.7 ^eq,/t

Detailed A.nalvsis of i'tDA2 and WDÂ3. Conposite samples TÍDA2 and ÏtDA5

were selected for a detailed chenical and physical analysis since they

represent the two major soil d"eposits in the waste managelnent area.

Results of the detailed analysis are given in Table IV. The soluble



TABLE TV

SOIUBIE SALT AND CARBONATE CONTENTS, CATION EXCEANGE CAPÂCITT

AND PARTICLE SIZE DISTRTBUTION OF SOTI SAMPLES I'üDA2 AND WDA'

Analysis

Salts soluble in a 1:l extract

ar-#

.- ++
üg

rJ !-L
Ca" + IIg"

Total water soluble salts
-t-L

Ca''
++

Mg"

Ca+Mg

Carbonate content

Calcite

DoLonite

Tota1 carbonates

Cation exchange capacity

Particle size distribution

ItlDÃ1 Units

2.40

3.50

5.90

0.605

o.757

L.362

1.O

ôR

1.8

neq,/roo g

tl

It

req/roo g

il

il

req/roo g

%

n

tl

ll

It

ll

ll

tl

6/^

il

il

8.4

L6.5

24.9

26.O

after renoval of carbonates

L5.6

9.6

25.2

8.5

1.0

12.O

4.8

24.4

o.y

10.6

7L.8

8.5

17.8

73.7

r5.2

L2.O

25.2

11.8

40.0

B.O

L6.6

¿.o

10.9

2.6

5.8
11.5

40.0

27.7

32.8

%

It

Sand ( 5ou)

Coarse silt (50-2ou)

Mediun silt (20-5u)

Fine Silt (S-2"¡

Coarse Cuy (z-fu)

Medíun clay (1.o-0.2u)

Fine Clay (o.z-o.ru)

Very Fine Clay ( O.lu)

Total Sand. ( 5ou)

Total Sirt (50-2u)

lotat Clay ( 2u)



salts of samples trüDA2 and. TüDAJ are principally caleium and magnesium

sulphates. Sample lrlDA2 contains large quantities of gypsun whích is not

soluble at a 1:1 soíl:water extract or at lower noisture contents. Ïn

contrast, most of the salts are soluble at a 1:1 extract in sanple I4i'045.

Carbonate rninerals are a major component of the soils and. their interaction

with rad.ioisotopes should. be established.. The low cation exchange capacit-

ies ind.icate a low montmorillonite mineral content in the soi1s. Sample

TüDA2 is very high in clay; nuch of the clay in both samples is very fine'

less than 0.1 nicron dianeter. Since the sorption of ions is associated.

mainly lyith the clay fraction, a d.etailed study of the clay fraction was

conducted.

Clav MineraloEy of IüDÀ2 and. I¡üDAã. Complete d.etail-s of the nineral-

ogical ínvestÍgatíon are given in Append.ix B; only a si;:ilnary of the results

is given here. The d.ominant mineral species of the 0.2 nicron clay

fractíon of both soils is interstratified. nica-montnorillonite. Minor

amounts of kaolinite, interstratified. chlorite-montmorill-onj-te, chlorite'

and. quartz occ1;Lr. Sanple 2 contains 25l% mica layers, 66fi rnontnorillonite

layers, and. 9% other minerals whereas sanple 5 contaj-ns 54%, 55% and' LL%,

respectively. The I.0 and. 0.2 nicron clay fraction of both soils contains,

in ord.er of abundance, interstratified. mica-montmorillonite, kaolinite,

interstratified chlorite-montnorillonite, chlorite, feld.spars and quartz.

Tlne 2 to I micron clay fraction of both soils contains free or inter-

stratified mica and nontnorillonÍte, kaolinite, feld.spars, and quartz.

The 5 to 2 micron fractions contain quartz, feldspars, vermiculite, kaolinite,

and illite. The cati-on-exchange properties of the soils nay be attributed

to the montnorillonite layers of the clay fractions.

66
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Hydraulic Conductivity of the Composite Sa¡np1es. Results were found.

to be highly depend.ent upon the physical state of the sample. Sanples

which were mixed with water before being poured into cylinders had a

lower cond.uctivity than those which were wetted after being poured into

cylinders. These d.ata are presented,below:
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Sanple

hiDA2

WDA'

I¡ùDA5

56,4

67-o

95.6

109

67.6

6+.L

60.9

59.2

0.709

o.72

o.727

o.792

Fuddled- with l,Iater

O.OOB cm/hr

0.007 rl

Moisture
(øt

54.'
49.8

7r.6
LO2

Loaded Dry

o.ol7 c fn"

o.o27 il

0.632 ''

Ca: Mg

O.BB

0. grl
0.916

1"0r

these conductivities will not appty in the field because the physical

structure has not been prese".re¿ and the bulk density was not controlled..

However samples lfDA2 and. ldDÂ, may be classified ( 21) as very slow or

inpermeable and sample WDÀ5 classified. as moderately slow. A solid. block

of sample trr¡DA2 or IIIDAJ would be practically inperneable to groundwater.

However groundwater could. move in cracks, channels, or pores in the clay

layers or in the sand layers.

Analvsis of Extracted rSoil Moistures. The concentration of calciun

and. magnesium in solutions extracted from a given sample at various suctions

was found to remain constant. Data for samples I'üDA2 and tüDA5 at various

initial noisture contents are presented in Table V.

TABIE V

TOTAL CONCENTRATTON AIID R.A,TTO OF CALCTUM ANN MAGNESTITM TN THE SO],UÎ]ON PH.ÀSE

Soí1 ffiDA2 Soil ïfiDAl

Ca:MgMoisture
(%)

Ca + I{g
(meolr)

Ca+lþ
(neq /r )

40.1

28.0

2L.42

16.81
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The variation of salt concentration with moisture content is less

pronounced for sanple 1{DA2 than for sanple WDAS due to the presence of

solid phases such as gypsum. Data for the five composite sanples at

moisture saturation are given in Table VI.

TABTE VÏ

CAICTUI{ AND MAGNESIUM CONCENTRATION TN Tffi SOTUTION PHASE

AT MOISTURE SATURATION

Sanple Moisture
(4"\

ÏTDA1

I,IDA2

lúDA3

WDA4

ÏfDA5

89.7

86.0

46.6

12.3

24.2

o¿.+

59.4

27.L

25.4

l-5.9

These d.ata are not an exact sinulation of saturation und.er field conditions

sinee the bulk density is not controlled. but they have the advantage of

being easily obtainable.

T.he Sedinents and. l'üater fron the l¡finnipeg River

partÍcle Size and Carbonate Analysis. Ttide variations in texture and

pebble content occur in the river be¿ (table VIT). All samples are

calcareous but a considerable variation also occurs in carbonate nineral

confent.



PARTICLE S]ZE DISTRIBUTION
\ expresseo

Sample

TABLE V]I

AND CARBONATE
as percent of

r,+ti;:::

CONTENT OF TIIE RIVER SEDIMENTS
the (2 mro soil)
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Pebbtes Sand Silt Clay Cal-cite Dolomite

I
4ñ
¿1r

2W

OF

)

1B

10

95

20

54.+

'71 7

7.L

Atr'7

54.2

lÁ o

1r.4

¿r. +

28.7

1.7 7

BB.1

2,7 7

26.6

A'7

1À

a2¿.)

tth

q2

+.+

.7^

o't

t1 R

tr'l

"7ñ

'to 2

ar ì

Cation Exchange Analysis. A major portion of the investigations

involving radiostrontiun conceïns the sorption of rad.iostrontium by calcar-

eous soils containing both calcium and magnesium as exchangeable catj-ons.

. T-^lr;quaïron ¡rz1 srates that KC is characteristic of the soil with K being

the apparent equilibrium constant of the exchange and C the cation exchange

capacity; therefore, it was desired to conpare KC d.ata fron rad.iostrontium

studies to cation exchange data.

The usual- anmonium acetate method for the determination of exchangeabfe

cations and, cation exchange capacity is not valid, for calcareous soifs due

to the so1ubility of the carbonate minera1s in the exchange solution.

Consequently a method for cafcareous soifs was developed using sodium

chloride as the exchange solution.

The exchangeable cati-ons and. cation exchange capacity of the river

scdiments .âre nresented in Table VIII. For comparison, the data obtainedvu u+v 14

for s.emnle I¡lDAj are also incl-ud.ed. The exchange capacity of the river

sediment samples is nearJ-y saturated with caÌcium and magnesium. Sanp1e

ÏiDAJ contains 1.S meq/fOO g of sofubl-e salts which accounts for the total
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cations being somewhat higher than the exchange capacity.

TABLE VTÏI

EXCHANGEABLEcAîIoNSANDOATIoNEX0HANGEOAPAOITT

OF THE RIVER SEDIMENTS AND SOII SAMPTE I'IDA,
(meqlroo e)

SampleCaMgCa+MgCationExchange
CapacitY

L L4.7 3.L

2E 8.5 2.4

r7.B

ro.7

38.4

16.g

L4.5

1r.9

18.1

10.5

40.4

17.5

L5.4

2W 24.8 r3.7

0F 10.4 6.5

5 LO.B 1.7

IIDAT 6.5 5.4

, Analvsis of the River I'Iater. A sample of river water obtained on

I September B, 1967 was also subjected to calcitm and. magnesiun analysis by

I the EDTA nethod (Appendix D). The concentrations' expressed. as neq,/l of

water, are given below:
J-.L

Ca' '

o.650

++
ilIs "

o.296

Ca+Me

o.926

These concentrations will, of course, vary somewhat from nonth to nonth

in accordance with the proportions of surface runoff or groundwater

discharge being added to the river water. For eranple, the concentrations

of calcir;m plus nagnesíu:n reported by The Shawinigan Engineering Conpany

(+Z) i" samples obtained fron the lrrinnipeg River, opposite the plant site,

on February ZZ, Lg6O and Aprit 5, 1960 anounted to L.74 neqh and 1.15

neq,lt, resPectivelY.



The Morden Bentonite SamPfe

It w¿rs originnlly thought that 1;his m,.rteri¡tl- might prove useful- rrs a

column packing in treatment of radioactive effluent and therefore charact-

erization was begun with this in mind. After its mineralogical properties

had been investigated it was al-so used as a reference naterial in the

radioisotope sorption investigations.

General Characteristics. A prelininary examination revealed that the

sample was sal-ine and. extremely acid. The electri-cal- conductivity of the

soil solution obtained from a LzZ soil:water extract was 6.2O nmho/cm.

The solubfe cations were calcium, nagnesium, sodium and hydrogen. As is

characteristic of bentonites, the cation exchange capacity ïìIas very high.

The free j-ron oxide extracted by the citrate-dithionate nethod was 4.97/".

Qano¡otin¡ i-+n païtj-cfe size fractions reveafed that the d,ominant sizeuç}/4r@ uf vrf ¡ll uv yaf

fraction is coarse clay (2.O - O.2Ou). Hydraulic conductivity was measureil

by the dry loading method used. for the composite soil sampJ-es and was found

to be 0.016 c fnr. This is higher than the values found for ltiDA2 and llDAl

but may still be rated. as very sfow ( Zf). Such a low conductivity may

create a problem if the clay is to be used in col-umns.

Mineralogical Analysis. Further attention was directed upon the

coarse clay fraction in order to id-entify and. characterize tlne clay nineral.

The <i.iffractogram of a magnesium saturated, glycerol sol-vated coarse clay

fraction is shown in Figure 12. Six ord.ers of the 17.BAo basal spacing

are evj-dent. This spacing is indicative of montnoril-lonite (4 ). Diffracto-

grams of the potassium saturated clay, which have been heated to 55OoC,

'^^o 'reveal a 9.69A- basal seríes. This indicates that the mineral is an

expanding layer sil-icate.
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The diffraction patterns,obtained from random powder specimens' r'Iere

used. to investigate the non-basal d.iffraction peaks which are not record.ed

by the diffractoneter technique. The pattern of a calcium saturated'

glycerol solvated sanple is given in Table IX. The hk band.s are charact-

eristic of a d.ioctahed.ral layer silicate with randon layer d.isplacenents

(24). The cation exchange capacity of the coarse clay is I.255 neq/g

which is ind.icative of a high charge nontnorillonite.

TÀBLE IX

X-RAY DIFFRACTION PAÎTERN OF A R.A.}TDOM POWDER SPECÏII/]3N

OF A CAICTU|/I SATURATED, GLYCEROI, SOTVATED COARSE CLAY FRACTION

OF THE MORDEN BENTONITE

IntensitySriacing

17 Ao

8.85 Ao

5.90 Ao

4.48 Ao

7,52 Ão

2.g4 Ão

2.57 Ao

L.6g6 Ao

1.496 Ao

r.2g5 Ao

1.248 Ao

A chemical analysis of

is presented below:

Si02 AL2O3 Fe2Q3 Ti02

10

o

4

10 broad

6

1 broad

I broad.

1!
¿

7

I broad

1

T

a lithiu.m saturated. sanple of

Ca0 Mso Na2O Kzo

Indices

001

002

oo3

02, 11

005

006

L3, 20

7L, L5, 24

53, 06

26, 40

3j, 17, 42

the coarse clay

loss on
ïgn"I'LZO

58.81 Lg,B7 1.15 O.59 0.0 4.O2 O.OB 0.17 1.51 LO.72
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Fron the chemical analysj-s the following structural fornula was calculated

(fg) i" which X represents exchangeable cations, the first brackets

enclose the tetrahed.ral layer, and. the second. brackets enclose the octa-

hedral layer:

xr.or (stz.geAro.o8) (tL3.ozî"ttto. 
r2uso .82) o2o (on)o'nu2o

This is the structural fo:mula of a high charge montnorillonite which is

situated very close to the nontnorillonite end of the montnorillonite-

beid.ellite series as evidenced by the isonorphous substitution in the

octahed.ral sheet (24). TÌre fornula is similar to that of trfyoning bentonite l

except for the higher lattice charge, higher magnesium content and. Iower

iron content of the Mord.en naterial.

the Prepared Sanples

To provide a simple system for preliminary studies with rad.iostrontium,

the carbonate ninerals were removed and the exchange sites saturated wi-th

calcium. Other samples were prepared with the carbonates intact. Soluble

salts vrere removed to allow eonplete control of salt concentration and

ionic species in laboratory systens. In one case sinilar samples were

prepared in ealciun and. magnesiuro saturated states so that the exchanger

phase composition of laboratory systens could be varied by the simple

expedient of nixing the calcium saturated. with the magnesium saturated

samples in various proportions.

Sefore the prepared sanples could be used in the rad.ioisotope stud.ies'

cation exchange, ai-r-dry moisture, and. non-solvent water data were

requj-red.. Air-dry moisture of the samples was determined gravimetrically

at regular intervals d.uring the investigations. Non-solvent water

(negative ad.sorption) aata were estinated. as d.etailed in Appendi-x A"
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Several methods were investigated to obtain accurate and precise cation

exchange analyses, particularly in the case of the calcareous samples.

Exchangeable cations and cation ExchanAe capacitv of Prepared

Samples. The principal difficulty encountered. in cation exchange d.etern-

inations on calcareous soiLs is due to the solubility of the carbonate

ninerals in the d.isplacing solution. Tn this respect, sod.ium chlorid.e is

more d.esirab]-e than the comnonly used ammonium acetate solution. ¡'

centrifuge washing technique was d.evised. by which 10 gram samples were

washed four tines with 50 nl porti-ons of sod.iun chloride solution and

analysis conducted upon the conbined decantates. This technique was

rejected. since the d.isplacement of exchangeable cations was found to be

inconplete and release of calcium and. nagnesium from the carbonate ninerals

ïras unacceptably large. It is apparent that a more efficient displacement

technique which used a minimum volume of solution rras required.

To this end. the funnel washing nethod. described in Chapter III was

developed. In essence 2J grams of soil is washed in a Buchner funnel with

small portions of 2 N sodium ehloride until the filtrate vol-ume is nearly

250 nl-. Displaced cations are d.etermined. by analysis of the NaCl leachate

and cation exchange capacity by analysis of a subsequent nagnesiun chloride

leachate. This method. was found to be suitable according to two criteria:

(f) for the non-calcareous sanples, the method. yield.ed results conparable

to those of an ammoníum acetate nethod., (Z) For the calcareous sanples,

the exchangeable calciun and. magnesium was equal to the cation exchange

capacity within experinental error

The annonium acetate-centrifuge washing technique was used for the

non-calcareous prepared samples. The exchangeable cation d.ata for the

'¡::'t;

.7tr,
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prepared samples which were used in the radioisotope sorption studies

are given in Table X. The small but significant differences in some of

the data for similar samples, prepared at different dates, may be

attributed. to imperfect mixing of the bulk samples. The inconplete

saturation of the calcareous samples can be attributed. to the slight

solubility of the carbonate ninerals in the wash solutions.

TABTE X

EXCHANGEABTE CATIONS 0F THE PREPARED SAlvlPl-,ES
(meq/roo g of oven-dry soil)

Saturating PreParation rr ++
Sample Cation Carbonates Date Ca' ' Mg

WDA2 Ca Removed MaY L967 43.t

tüDA2 Ca Removed. MaY 1968 41.O

WDA2 Ca Removed Dec. 1968 +I.5

ILfrDA2 Ca Present June 1967 3I.O 1.I

IIDA| Mg Present June L967 4.g 26.4

I'¡DA, Ca Removed May L967 f4.0

\,lDA1 Ca Present Dee. 1968 LI.2 O.+

Bentonite Ca None \tIay T967 I0B.B

Bentoníte Ca None Nov. Lg68 ]103.2

IT. R.A.DTOSTRONTTUM SORPTION TNTESTIGATTONS

1. Introd.uction

The first set of experiments with radiostrontiun was designed to

test the valid.ity of equation [4] in laboratory systems of the carbonate-

free, calcium saturated., prepared samples. fhis lrüas accomplished. by

noting the effect of the variation of the cornponents of the system upon
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the equilibriun constant K. rn a simil-ar nanner, the second set of

experiments was designed. to valid.ate equatio" Irz] using calcareous

soils saturated. witlh calci¿n and magnesiun and' to determine the absorption

characteristic, KC. The third. set of experinents was conducted to relate

KC to the cation exchange capacity in ord.er to facilitate prediction of

radiostrontiurn d.istributions in fie1d. soils. Tn the fourth set of exper-

inents, specific absorption and the reversibility and' the kinetics of

the exchange reaction were investigated. ln the final experinents a few

column studies were conducted with rad-iostrontium in order to develop a

techníoue to be used. in subsequent radiocesium studies'

2. Review of Experinental Literature

Due to the biotogical significance of sr-90' a consid-erable body of

Iiterature has accumulated concerning radiostrontiun in soils' Much of

this literature is in the forn of surveys of fallout-derived radiostrontiu¡o

in various surface soils, Many sorption studies or leaching studies of an

enpirical nature have also been reported. The results of such enpirical

investigations, while useful for the particulal soils stud'ied' are

d.ifficult to extrapolate to other soils or situations' 0n1y a few studies

have been characterj:zeð. by a theoretical approach. lhis is understandable

if a phenonenon is not well understood or if no suitable theory exists.

Consequently, in this study, the applicability of theory was investigated

before resorting to empirical nethods.

Krishnanoorthy an¿ Overstreet (ZZ), in an evaluation of ion exchange

equations, conclud.e that equations similar to equation If] yield satis-

factory equilibrium constants for homovalent cation pairs and that these

constants, for a given pair, are independent of the presence of other ions
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in the system. No evidence of irreversibility was found for the colloids

studied and equilibriu-m was achieved rapidly. For the calcir.¡m-strontium

exchange, equilibrj-um constants as defined, in equati.on [f] were found to

be 1.10 for Utah bentonite and 1.15 for Tolo c1ay. No experínents were

conducted with carrier-free rad.ioisotopes, however, and extrapolation to

this situation is open to question. Fixation or absorption of rad.i-ostrontium

at specific sites may occur which is not observed, when macroseopic amounts

of strontir¡m are present.

Fri-ssel and Poelstra (r5), in the course of transpo?t experiments,

concluded that no specifie absorption of carrier-free St-90 occurred. in

resin-sand nixtures. Taylor (44) investigated. the retention and. sl-ow

release of radiostrontium by some acid soils and attributed this effect

to the íncorporation of radiostrontiun in soil organic matter. Salan and

Zahra (16) reported that Ca-45 exchanged with the surface calciun of

calcium carbonate, phosphate, and surphate minerals. This exchange may

also be significant for radiostrontium.

J. Results and Discussion

fon ExchanEe Equilibria of Radiostrontium and. Calcium

Careful- consid.eration was given to the d.esign of a nethod. to measuïe

the distribution of radiostrontiun between the solid. and. solution phases

in laboratory systems. Methods which required. washing of the solid phase,

prior to counting to remove activity in solutioït, lrere rejected since

losses of activity fron the solid phase could occur d.uring the washing.

A more suítable nethod., if distribution ratios are relatively high, was

found to be one in which the radioactivity in solution Ï¡as d.etermined.

before and after rnixing of the phases and. the sorbed activity d.eternined.
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indirectly. Since carrier-free radioisotopes were being used, possible

losses of activity d.uring hand.ling of the rad.ioactive solutions were

carefully investigated. The soil to solution ratio of the systems was

maintained as high as practicable in ord.er to app:ioaeh field conditions,

except in a few experiments in which this ratio vüas a variable" In nost

experinents the concentration of safts in solution was varied. over a

range which included the expected. concentrations i:n the fie1d..

The end-window beta counting technique was used in the first three

experiments. For these experinents approxinately ten tines as much radio-

strontium was added to the systems as was ad.d.ed in later experiments due

to the low counting efficiency of the technique. The soils used in this

set of experinents were the calcium-saturated carbonate-free sanples

prepared from hIDA2, Ï'l"DA5, and. the bentonite.

The conposition of the systems and the results of calculations for

the first set of rad.iostrontium experiments are given in Table XI. One

síni-lar experiment with Sr-85, the use of which will be discussed later,

i-s also included. The Sr-85 experiment was conducted. ín order to correlate

data obtained with both isotopes of strontiun.

The means and standard deviations of the eouilibrium constants are:

K=1.2oo!o.ol8

K=1.74L=0.015

Bent. K=I.Ll1=0.012

From these data it may be concluded that the equilibriun constant K, as

defined. in equation [4], is independ.ent of variations in the anount of

radiostrontir¡n in the system, variati-ons in the soil to solution ratio,

and variations in the amount of calciun in solution and is characteristic

I4IDA2

}TDA'
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ÎABLE XI

CA],CTUM-RADIOSTRONTIUI{ ESUITTBRIA TüITH WDA2, WDÀJ,

Soil

*
r,lrDA2 24,04 55.O

J(t\rDA2 24.04 75.O

h,ÐA2 24.04 75.O

hrDA2 4.BL 25.O

Ì¡IDA2 9.61 25 .O

frrDA2 L4.+2 25.O

ïfD.A,2 r4.+2 25,O

IrrD¡,2 l4.+2 25.O

rnrD.â,2 L4.42 25.O

hrDA2- L4.28 25.O
¿IfDA2' t4.28 25.O

IlrD¡,2+ L4.28 25.O
+IiDL2', 14.28 25.O
l+nDÃ7 L9.75 20.0
'lÉWDLT 19,75 20.O
it1ñDA7 L9,75 20.0

\rD^t 19.75 25.o

WDAT L9.75 25.O

ïrDA5 L9.75 25.O
*

Bent.
l(

Bent.
tç

Bent.

Bent.

Bent.

Bent.
Jç

AND MORDEN BENTON]TE

v1 (c')" (ca)s (sr)x (sr)s
(nr.) (req.) (neq.) (cp") (cps)

Lo.76 0.449

LO.76 0.873

LO.56 r.604
2.O7 0.180

4.L4 O.2O9

6.22 O.229

6.22 O.216

6.22 0.347

6.22 O.651

6.L4 0.276

6.L4 0.402

6.L4 0.666

6.r+ L,254

2.77 0.262

2.77 0.572

2.77 r.O94

2.77 0.204

2.77 0.526

2.77 O.636

12.40 0.101

L2.40 0.601

L2.40 r.L39
L.983 O.29O

4.959 0.3L1

9.9r9 0.343

m

(e.l
CaDR STDR K

11.40 25.O

r1.4O 25.O

11.40 25.O

L.827 25.O

4.558 25.O

9.rr7 25.O

246.o 9.356

24L.7 L6.BB3

225.9 29.O7L

505.7 76.48O

53L.2 2r.40L

546.9 16.4eL

499.4 L5.844

496.7 23.L7r

480.8 42.246

667 .e 25.75r
655.6 36.5r7
429.L 38.984
275.4 47.304

209.6 l.4.98+

r99.5 10,298
L82.2 50.522

507,1 28.254

487.5 45.658

464.2 8r.976

218.4 4.862
2L6.7 9.508
207 .L L6.964

441.3 58.426

482.4 27.409

5LL.2 L5.Bzt

26 .29 1.14

L4.38 L.zT

7.77 L.20

L7.86 L.2r
24.82 L.25

37.I8 I.22
35.64 L.2B

2L.++ 1.18

11.58 L.zO

25.97 1.17

L7.95 1,rB
11.ot 1.20

5 .82 1. 17

L3.99 r.12
ÁEÂ 12,^v. ¿v La /v

5.6t 7.45

L7.96 L.32

11.17 r.52

5.66 t.7O

44.92 1.10

23.28 L.r3
t2.2L I.Lz

7 .55 1.10

L7.60 1.11

32.31 r.L2

21.O7

11.87

6.46

LT.49

19.86

27.LL

26.37

18.12

9.52

22,25

L5.27

9.22

4.98

LO.57

+.84

2.53

r5.60

8.49
ll ?tr,

40.92

20.63

10.89

6.84

L5.84

28.92

counted in beakers with an end-window tube
+' Sr-85 experinent
Bent. - Morden bentonite
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of the soil naterial. The values of K are elose to unity indicating that

the exchanger phase has only a slight preference for Sr over Ca or that

radiostrontiun behaves sinilarly to calcitm.

CaLeiun-Maenesiun-Radiostrontiun Equilibria with Calcareous Soil-s

Calcareous soils saturated. with calcium or nagnesium were used,

separately or in nixtures, in this second. set of experiments. The object-

i-ves of the experiments were to investigate equatio" [fZ] with respect to

variations in the salt concentration in the solution phase and the relative

amounts of calcium and. nagnesiun present in the system. Preliminary

indications of the validity of equation [tZ] were obtained by a graphical

technique in which SrDR d.ata were plotted. against corresponding n/(Cu +

Mg)s d.ata. In accord.ance with equation [fZ], the locus was found to be a

straight line passing through the origin.

In an attenpt to ínvestigate rad.íostrontiun sorption by the carbonate

fractíon of the soil, sinil-ar experiments were conducted. with pure

carbonate ninerals. At this point tv¡o unusual effects were noted.. FirstIy,

the line obtained. when SrDR versus n/(Ca + Ivlg)s data were plotted did not

pass through the origin. Thís ind.icated. that a large component of the

sorption was independent of the concentration of Ca and Mg in solution,

and. was consid.ered to be anomalous in view of the chernical sinilarity of

strontiun and calcium or nagnesium. Secondly, considerable radioactivity

was found. on the caps and. glass walls of the centrifuge bottles used in the

experinents. The cause of these unusual effects was finally traced. to the

presence of yttriun-9O in the solutions. This was confirned by cheraical

separation and. neasurements of beta range and half.-life.

The Y-90 isotope, the d.aughter of Sr-90, was present in the original
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stock solution of Sr-89 but becarne apparent only when Sr-89 had decayed

through about four half l-ives. Cafculations indicated that the activity

d.ue to S"-90 and Y-90 was Zy'o of the total activity in the solution at the

beginning of the first set of sorption experiments and had risen to Ú" at

the end of the sorption experiments wlth calcareous soifs. In the l-ater

period. when the sorption of rad-iostrontium by the pure carbonate minerals

was being investígated-, the activity due to Sr-90 and. Y-90 rose from 70 to

60 percent of the total radioactivity. These fígures Ì¡Iere, of course,

accentuated by the higher counting efficiency of the glass wall geiger

tube for Y-90 than for Sr-89.

A nunber of cal-culations were made which ind.icated that the first

effect of Y-9O- assuming complete sorption, would be an increase in theL JV 
'

slope of the line obtained. from equation [fZ] foffowed by a shifting of

iha'l ino qr^rq\r f-om the origin. This is in aCcord. with the d.ata and. con-

fi-rns that the Y-90 was strongly sorbed on any available surface d-ue to the

high valence of Y-90 or to radio-coll-oid formation.

The problem encountered with the Sr-89 could have been eliminated by

allowing Y-9O to grow to equilibrium or by chemical separation of Y-90

before counting. ïrlhen the l-atter method was employed, and some of the

experiments of the carbonate sorption series vüere repeated, it was found.

that radiostrontium was not sorbed by the caps, and- that sorption of radio-

strontir-¡m by the carbonate minerals T¡Ias zero or very small.

To avoid the difficulties encountered with Sr-89, it was d.ecided to

use Sr-85 in the remai-ning experiments as this isotope could be obtained

carrier-free and free of interfering radioisotopes. Some earlier exper-

iments r^rere repeated using Sr-85 in order to eval-uate the data obtained.

B2
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with Sr-89 and. the sor¡ition studies rrere resumed as origi-nally intend.ed..

The nethod used to stutly Sr-85 sorptíon was similar to that outlined.

previously for Sr-89 except tltat 2, 7, oi ! ml aliquots of the soil

extract and. correspond.ing aliquots of the original solution were placed

in vials for scintillation counting. These aliquots vrere used for calciun

and. magnesium deterninations after counting was cornpleted-.

As ind.icated. previously, the prine objective of the remaining radio-

strontir;m sorption stud.ies was to investi-gate the applicability of equation

[fZ] to a practical system. This entailed a study of the dependence of KC

upon the composition of the system. the equilibriun constants with respect

to calcir.m or nagnesir.¡m as defined. in equations [4] an¿ [g] were also to

be investigated. An ad.d.ed. objective rüas a conparison of data obtained

with Sr-89 and Sr-85.

Plots of SrDR versus n/(Ca + Me)s for sanple lüDÀ2 and ÏlDA5 are

presented in Fígures I5 and. t4r respectively. The slope of the line is

KC. It is apparent fron Figure 17 that KC is à function of the calcium

and nagnesir,im conposition of the system but when the extremes are neglected. '

KC is reasonably constant. A constant KC is also found. for hlDAS; however,

this data is obtained for a nearly calcium saturated system. In general'

it nay be concludeti that, if the calciun and. magnesium conposition of the

systen is relatively constant, equation [fe] Sives a good approxination to

the rad.iostrontiun sorption.

lable XII reveals that both K and K', as defined in equations [+] ana

[9] r""pective1y, appear to be constant. The K and. Kt values expressed. to

only two significant figures are unreliable since they were obtained. fron

the CaDR in a nearly magnesir:m saturated. system or the MgDR in a nearly
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TABTE XII

CAIC ÏUM-IUAGNES II]M-RAD]OS TRONTIUM EQUITIBRTA WTTTI CATCAREOUS SOTffi

Soil Emg
(d\

CaDR MEDR STDR K K' KC
(meq/e)

ïIIDA2 L4.57

" 14.57

" 14.57

" 4.78

" 9.56

" L+.34

" 14.57

" 14.57

" 14.57

" 14.57

tt 14.57

" 14.57

" 14.59
il l/ ÃQL.î. )v

" t4.58

" +L4.49

" +L4.49
t' +l.4.49

" +L4.49
lttDL1 +L9.63

" +19.63
u +19.63

" +19'63

8.16 4.98

7.42 5.O9

7 .39 5.L6

18.71 t5.95
L4.72 9.40
7OR Ã?]t.Jv /./L

LL,52 L4

7.22 L7

7.68 7

14.0 9.64
r2.o 5.76

5.77 3.Lo

L6.12 11

10.09 7

7.O2 4

5.78 5

6.04 5

3.BB 2

2.O3 0.6

9.r4 t.L2
B.BB L.zO

9.21 L.25
.ì Rtr/

3.L25

4.377

24.OO r.2B
L7 .12 1.18

10.02 L.26

L4.r9 r.23

9.2O L.27

4.70 L.zB

20.08 1.4

rr.45 1.0

5.7r 1.0

18.07 1.r07
11.14 r.104

7 .92 1.128

4.t2 1.090

L3,19

7.56 !.25
4.gg r,2g
2.42 1.19

1.84 0.445

L.74 0.+28

r.7g 0.426

0.485

o.46L

0.458

r.72 0.450

l.84 0.446

1.89 0.458

r.0 o "582
0.5 0.59L
o.7 0.187

2.08 O.522

2.L5 0.547

1.84 0.467

1.6 0.149

L.6 0.7+4

2.O 0.356

L.4 0.140

2.5 0.141

2.5 O. t4B

4.0 o.r37

V1
(mr)

25.o

25.O

25.O

25.O

25.O

25.O

25.O

25.O

25.o

25.O

25.O

25.o

25.o

25.o

25.o

25.O

25.O

25.o

25,O

25.o

25.O

25.o

25.o

47.O

73.4

37.5

44.9

51.0

+9.t
5L.5

47.7

2.8

1.5

L.7

BB. T

e6.7

78.B

4.9

4.6

4.4
4A

5.1

4.7
4.6

+ Sr-85 experÍment

Emg : equivalent fraction of magnesium in solutíon
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calcium saturated system and the nass-balance calculation used. renders

these ratios unreliable. Neglecting these data the means and. standard.

deviations of the equilibríum constants are :

Soil ÏilDA2 K = l. Lg2 ! o.O7+

Soil tüDA2 K' = t.BT ! o.t44

SoiIÏilDA, K=I.24 IO.OI

These data may be used with equations [+] o" [9], hor"rr"", the equations

are someïIhat difficult to apply in practice d.ue to experimental difficulties

in the d.eternination of the calcitrm or magnesium d.istribution ratios.

Tt was previously noted that KC of equatior, [rz] is a function of

the calcium and magnesíum conposition of the systen. This relationship

is theoreticalry predicted by equation Irr]. For soil sample wDA2,

sufficient data is availabte to test equation [rr] and Figure 15 is a

plot of l/KC versus the equivalent fraction of magnesium in solution in
accordance with the equation. Although considerable scatter is evid.ent,

a straight line plot is ind.icated.. this line nay be used to pred.ict KC

for other systems if the equivalent fractíon of magnesiun in solution is
ls:own.

some conclusions pertaining to rad.iostrontir:m sorption, by the

carbonate fraction of the soil, may be d.rawn from a comparíson of d.ata

obtained from the ealcareous and non-cal-careous sanples of the same soil.
As the non-calcareous systems were calcir¡m saturated, only the d.ata obtained

from calci-u:n saturated. calcareous soils can be used. The KC value for the

non-calca?eous soils is the prod.uct of the equilibrium constant and. the

cation exchange capacity. For comparison with the calcareous soils this

figure rnust be nultiplied by the percentage of non-carbonate naterial in

1"riri 1i-;ir::;;:t:.-ili:

R1
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the soil. The comparisons

Non-calcareous Soil

aq

are shown below:

Calcareous SoiL

Soil K (1

//\(meq/g/

Non-Carbonate
Soil
(¡l

wDA2 r.20 0.+1r 72.9

rüDAl r.14 0 . r40 75 .4

These comparisons índicate that nost

to the non-carbonate fraction of the

Calcufated Experimental
KC KC

(neo/E)

0.577 0"164

o.L1B O.r+2

of the radiostrontir.¡m sorption is due

soi-l and, that sorption by the

carbonates is negligible.

A comparison of values of K and KC froro simj-lar experiments using

Sr-89 abd Sr-85 (fa¡te XII) reveals that the data obtained with Sr-89

are slightty higher than those obtained with Sr-85 and that the Sr-89

figures appear to increase slightly with time. These indications' if

significant, may be attributed. to the aforementioned interference of Y-90.

Radiostrontiun Sorption by Soil Sanples trtlDAI. ltIDA4, ÏrIDA5 and- River

Sedinents

Sinee studies had indicated the utility of equation l12J in the

exchange of radiostrontium with calcir;m and magnesii:m, a series of exper-

iments was eond.ucted to deterni-ne KC values for the river sedinent sarnples

and the remaining composite soil samples. The KC d.ata shown in Table XïfI

may be used to pred.ict radiostrontium sorption in a naturally occurring

sediment or soil by neans of an appropriate equation. However, note that

KC is the procluct of an apparent equilibrium constant and the cation-

exchange eapacity. Since KC is relatively insensitive to changes in the

equivalent fraction of magnesiun in solution, the apparent equilibriun

constant K shouLd be relatively constant. Using the cation-exchange data
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I

2E

2W

OF

7

WDAl

i,JDA4

I'IDA5

SampIe

L4.7

14.8

14.4

14.7

't/l Q

1_4.4

14.8

l-4.9

I

2E

2W

OF

7

The constancy of K

(nr )

25.O

25.o

25.O

25.o

25,O

25.O

25.o

25.o

( ú/^\

L9.1

23.o

c.Q 't

55.7

25.8

o).)

40.1

25.5

TABLE X]V

(reqls)

o.249

o.t+7

0.505

o.225

0.187

indicates that this

//\ltg/neq /

15.42

45.82

a- a^+/.oÕ

+L. lo

7A /1Olv.1J

l-4.2O

77.8L

46.30

90

for the river sedinent samples the K values calculated. are presented in

Table XïV.

TABLE XIÏI

RADÏOSTRONTIUM EQUTLIBRÏA I,ITIH TÍÍE RIVER SED]MENIS

AND COMPOSITE SAMPT,ES

Sample n
l.Ég¿

V1 Emg SrDR n/(Ca + Mg)s

8.827

6, '77Ê,

24.O9L

o ol/

7.200

7.7/1tr..

L.784

CAICULATïON 0F rHE APPARENT EQUITIBRIUM CoNSTANT

OF THE RTVER SEDTIIIENTS

KCC
(neq /e)

O.I7B

0.107

o.184

o. 169

0.L+5

(req/e)

o.249

o.r47

0.505

o.225

o.lB7

0.700

0.099

o"o59

1'40

1 4'7L.2 |

L.72

L.13

1.29

Mean K

may be used. to obtainmean value
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a good estinate of KC fron cation exchange data.

Radiostrontiun Sorption by Carbonate Mineral-s

A series of experiments was carried out to investigate sorption of

radiostrontium by carbonate minerafs and to determine if any irrevers-

ibility existed in the ion exchange of radi-ostrontirm.

Although previous results, by an ind.irect method, had indicated. that

radiostrontium sorption by the carbonate fraction of soils was negligible,

no refiabl-e indications had been obtained directly. Three carbonate

minerals were therefore selected. and radiostrontii.¡m sorption was deternined

by the previously used Sr-85 nethod. The samples used were reagent grad.e

calcir¡m carbonate, ground Spearhill bevonian calcitic linestone, and.

ground Stonewafl- Silurian doloníte. The d.ata obtained are shown in Tabl-e

XV.

îABLE XV

RADIOSTRONTIUM SORPîTON BY CARSONATE MINERATS

Sample n V1 (Ca + Ug)s SrDR
(e. ) (nr)

CaCol 15.0 25.O O.LIO 0.0567

CaCOI 15.0 25.O 0.255 o.o532

Cal-cite 25 .O 25 .O 0.180 3 .27I

Calcite 25.O 25.O 0.299 1.890

Colomite 25.4 25 .O 0.281 I.O54

Dolonite 25.O 25.O O.4O3 O.7I1B

From these d.ata the following values of KC were obtained
mentioned graphical teehnique:

CaCOS KC = 0.0006 neq,lg

Calcite KC = 0.0254 neq/e

Dolomite KC = O.0IL7 neq,lg

^/(ca + Me)s
t/\\g/meq. i

'l'l Ã /
LLJ'A

58.82

L18.9

83.6t

88"34

o¿.u)

by the previ-ously
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Good straight lines were obtained, except in the case of the reagent grade

calciìrm carbonate in which the very low SrDR could not be determinated.

aecurately. The KC values are all- low j-n comparison to nost soiIs,

indicating that rad.iostrontiu¡n sorption by carbonates is not an inportant

contribution to the total sorption in a calcareous soil. It is possible

that the higher KC data obtained. for the ground linestones, in relation

to the calcium carbonates, may be attributed. to the presence of small

quantities of clay ninerals in the limestones.

Reversibility of the Exchange

The reversíbitity of the ion exchange of calciun and rad.iostrontium

was investigated by attenpting to a¡rproach the sane equilibrium from the

directions of high and low initial sorption of Sr-85. The three soils

used were a ealcium saturated non-calcareous tüD42, a calcium saturated

calcareous lrIDA2, and a cafciun saturated. calcareous hIDA5. The data in

Table XVI show that near or conplete reversibility of the ion-exchange

reaction exists. The difference in sorption for the calcareous lüD45, for

example, amounts to approximately I% of the total rad.iostrontium in the

system.

TASIE XVI

RADIOACTTVTTY TN SOTUTION AT THE CONCTUSION OF TIÌE REVERSIBÏLTTÏ TEST

Sarople Carbonates Initial Sorption
Sr-85

Rad ioactivity
/^-o).---.--J.:t-=â-

154. rB

L52.48
n a^ ^^Loö.9¿

u0.l-B
205"59

207.Ot

hIDA2

lüDA2

WDA2

ttlDA2

IrrDAl

l¡lDA3

None

None

Present

Present

Present

Present

High

Trow

H'I ON

Low

High

Low
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Desorption of Sorbed, Rad-iostrontiun

A series of chemicaL treatnents were employed to investigate the

ease or difficulty of renoval of sorbed Sr-85. the samples used were the

cal-ciun saturated cal-careous If,DA2 and the calciun saturated non-caLcareous

hlD¿,2. Figure 16 is a graph of the net rad.i-oactivity present in the soil

following each treatment. ft may be seen that, for the first one or two

washings, the activity decreased in a manner p:red.ictable fron ion exchange

and dilution factors. After this, the activity decreased more slowly with

washing, probably due to a sfow approach to equilíbrium. A snall anount

of activity appears to be trapped in carbonate precipitates which nay have

been produced during washings by reaction with atnospheric carbon dioxide.

Kinetics of Radiostrontium Sorption

The kinetics of the ion-exchange reaction was investigated. using

Sr-89 and calcit¡m saturated., calcareous and non-calcareous trtlDA2 soil

samples. Results were expressed as the percent of the total activity

sorbed by the soil, the SrAR, and. are presented in Figure lJ. Ion exchange

equilibrii:m is reached in less than one hour for the non-ealcareous sample,

but a slower approach to equilibriun is apparent for the calcareous sanple.

This effect should not create any difficulties in laboratory or field ion

exchange reactj-ons if contact time is sufficiently large.

Coluran Experinents with Rad.iostrontiun

The fínal set of experinents with radiostrontium was desiened. to

determine if the eolumn method., which was later used. in sorption studies

with radiocesír.¡m, yielded reasonable rad.iostrontium sorption data. In

essence, an untreated. ÏüDA] soil sanple was placed in a small cylindrical

colunn and a tagged. solution sinulating the natural ground water was passed.
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SoLution Composition
Ca# Mg++ SO¿=
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Experinental Estinated
Vn SrDR SrDR

(%)
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through the sanple at a very slow rate. The method. was designed for

equilibriun studies in that the solution was to be passed through until

the radioactivity in the effluent was equal to that in the influent

solution. The total rad.ioactivity in the system ïras d.etermined by direct

counting of the small column in the well of the scintillation crystal.

The ratioactivity in the solution phase was calculated fron the pore

vol-ume of the sample and. the activity in the feed. solution. Fron these

data the SrDR was cafculated. Corrections were made for the geometry of

the colurnn and. the activity in the influent tube above the sample. The

results for sample lilDA5 are given in Tab1e XVIï. The tast column is the

SrDR predicted fron Equations IfZ] ana ¡ff1. Reasons for the discrepancy

between the experinental and, pred.icted. data are not clear. Some unforeseen

bias may have entered into the experinental d.etermination. If the experi-

mental SrDR data are correct they nay be due to some irreversibl-e sorption,

either an artifact or the technique or eharacteristic of the soil. However,

as will be seen, these data do not invalidate the technique for the planned

purpose of radiocesium sorption stud.ies

TABIE XV]I

EXPERIMENTAT AND ESITM¡,TED STDR D^â,TA OBTÀINED IN ThIO COTUMN EXPERIMENTS

BuIk
Density Vm

2r.3

2L.3

40.0

40.0

I.485

L.3t9

(%)

26.43

10.6L

1.84

r.84

18.g

18.0

15.9

L3.5

m

(s.)

2.539

T.L73

III. ÏN\TESTIGATTONS TNVOLVTNG RADIOCESIUM

1- Introduetion

The final set of experinents of this study was an investigation of the
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sorption of Cs-I57 by the conposite samples under simulated. field

conditions. For comparison, an experiment with the Mord,en bentonite was

also included. The column method., which had been evaluated with rad.io-

strontium in the previous section, rìIas used with the rad.iocesium.

2. Review of Experimental ï,iterature

The literature concerning sorption and fixation of cesium by soils

or minerals is extensive d.ue to the inportance of Csl-37 as a fission

product. The mechanisn of the reaction of micro quantities of cesiun with

soil minerals is, at present, open to question and nost of the work

involving sorptíon or fixation is of an enpirical nature. For example,

sorption is often defined as removal fron solution regardless of mechanism,

and fixation as retentíon against removal by ion exchange. Few attenpts

have been made to formulate a mathematical relationship involving the

sorption or fixation of nicro quantities of cesium. In contrast, the

reactions of nacroscopic amounts of eesium are fairly well understood.

Krishnanoorthy and Overstreet (Z-Z) tested equatio" [fg] on Utah

bentonite and concluded that the equation yielded a satisfactory equilibrii:m

constant over a wide range of cesium and. calcir¡m saturation of the exchanger

phase. For this soil naterial, the equilibrium constant was found. to be

a
I2B4 : 46. This constant nay be expected to vary consid.erably for other

exchangers. No irreversibility was noticed with this exchanger but of

course macroscopie amounts of cesium were used.. Other workers (3gr57,tZ)

have encountered fixation or specific absorption when eesium was present

in macroscopic or in carri.er-free concentrations. The mechanism of the

sorption is probably different at these wid.ely d.iffereíng concentratíons.

Sawhney (rg) in.restigated the kinetics and mechanism of cesium

97
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sor"ption fron 1O-4 m cesi-un solutions by nontnorillonite, verniculite,

and illite. He postulated that the three distinct sorption sites for

cesiun or potassium were: external planar sites read.íly accessible and

non-specific, interlattice edge sites read.ily accessible but speeific for

K or Cs, and interlayer sites that nay be slow1y accessible if the silicate

lattice is collapsed. as in a miea or may be highly accessible if the

lattice is fully expand.ed as in a montmoril-lonite. These explanations

nay not le annlicable to the sorption of earrier-free radiocesium.
t-

Safirney (lZ) stu¿iecl sorption of cesium from solutions containing 1O-2
/

/
n cesiúm and 10-¿ N concentrations of various cations. He found that

fixation was associated primarily with the minerals biotite, ilIite,

muscovite, and verniculite and he postulated. that the cesium was sorbed

at interlayer sites at the edge of the mica-Iike lattice. For all minerals,

less cesium was fixed against exchange with potassium than with calcium.

Evans and Dekirer (lZ) investigated. radiocesiun fixation by soils and

soil separates. Fixed cesir.¡m was d.efined. as that not extractable by

annonium acetate. Sand, silt, and elay fractions all fixed I-arge amounts

of carrier-free Cs-177. Only mod.erate amounts were fixed when Cs-137 was

introduced with earrier cesium. Fixation of Cs-lJ| by whole soils was

found to be proportional to the applied. d.ose over a thousand.-fo1d. range

of concentrations. ft was suggested that sesquioxide coatings in pod.zolic

soils could block Cs-I57 fixation sites.

ïnvestigations of the active waste disposal pits at Chalk River,

Ontario (ZgrtO, Zg) have indicated that, in general, Cs-I57 does not

migrate with the ground water but is fixed. at the disposal site. One

exceptionaL case (eg), in which a Cs-IJ? nigration r¿as detected., was



attributed to rnassive amounts of ionic compounds such as ammonj-un nitrate

which accompanied the disposal.

J. Resul-ts and Discussion

Drrring these investigations of radioisotope sorption by soi1s, method.s

were devised which al-lowed the factors known to influence the sorption to

be varied over a range which includ.ed their values in the field. This was

done to ensure the applicability of the laboratory d.ata to the field

situation. fn the case of radiostrontiun sorption, the relevant factors

are the amounts of calciun and magnesium in the exchanger and. solution

phases. However, according to equation ¡fll, an ad.dional factor, the

volume of the sofution phase, enters into ion-exchange studies with

radiocesii.¡m. Since a dil-ution of a soil-sofution system woul-d displace the

ion-exchange equiJ-ibrium, a method. was developed which woul-d., as closely as

possible, simulate the field. situation. The soil--sol-ution system rüas

confined. in a smal-l cylinder through which a sal-t sol-ution, representing

the ground water could be passed. If a solution containing a rad.ioisotope

is passed. through such a column, the system wil-I sorb the tracer until- the

concentration of the radioisotope in the effl-uent is equal to that in the

feed- solution. I¡lhen this occurs, the distribution of the tracer between

phases nay be deternined. by a suitabl-e radioactivity determination of the

system and the feed solution in conjunction with sone physical- neasurements.

The non-active feed solutions were mad.e from calcilrm su]phate and

rnagnesium sulphate to sinul-ate the natural groundwater of the particul-ar

soil used. In some cases smal-l- amounts of sodium and potassium chl-oride,

similar to that in the ground.water, were added in ord.er to investigate the

effect of these cations on the radiocesium sorntion. The active solutions

99
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were prepaïed. sinilarly except that Cs-IJ'l was added to a level of about

3 ¡tc/L.

During the radiocesium sorption'experiments it becane evid.ent that

carrier-free Cs-U7 has a strong affinity for glasslüare. Two thirds of

the activity was lost when an active solution prepared in a volumetric

fl-ask was transferred to an erlenmeyer flask. Considerable activity was

also retained. by pipettes used. in taking aliquots of active soLutions.

These problens were al-Ieviated. by the use of polyethylene bottles and

polypropylene pipettes. Silicone coated. pípettes were tested. but were

found to be no better than non-coated glass pipettes.

As nentioned previ-ously, the column method was designed for i-on-

exchange equilibrium measurements. Unfortunately equilibrium was never

reached in any experiment with Cs-L17. This meant that cesir.¡m d.istribution

ratios could not be calculated as planned since the activity in the column

eff}.rent never became equal to that of the feed solution" However for

cornparison purposes the calculations were carried. out as outlined. previously

and the resulting distributions 1abe1led apparent cesir¡m d.istribution

ratios (fatte XVIII). In order to gain some information about the non-

equilibrium situation in the columns, effluent fron the columns vüere

sampled at various tines during passage of the active feed solutions through

the col-umns. These samples were counted. along with aliquots of the feed

solutions and. blanks. fn the later stages of the sorption stud.y, emphasis

was shifted almost entirely to the radioactivity of the effluent in an

attempt to obtain sone useful d.ata from the experiments.

Coh.rnn Experinents with Cs-1J7

In Table XVIII, n is the approximate number of pore volumes of active

solution which were passed. through the colunn. lhe last column of figrres
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is the equilibrium distribution ratio pred.icted. fron equation [19] using

the constant obtained by Krishnanoorthy and Overstreet, which was the

only one available. It may be seen that the apparent d.istribution ratio

often exceeds this equilibrir.rm distribution ratio and. in fact seems to

follow the mrmber of pore volumes fed in. ft is apparent that all of the

Cs- I17 fed in was retaj-ned in the column. !'lh.en, in the first two experi-

ments, after the active solutj-on had been fed in, the non-active sofution

was reconnected and fed for a consid.erable time, the radioactivity of the

columns ¿id not d.ecrease but actually increased s1íght1y. This indicates

that Cs-I37 was not leached. from the columns but was relatively imnobile"

It nay be concl-ud.ed that the equílíbríum constant is nuch higher than that

found. by Krishnamoorthy and Overstreet or that the ion-exchange equilibriun

is invalid due to fixation or specific absorption of Cs-137 by the soil.

The case of the bentonite is open to question since the estinated. CsDR was

not greatly exceeded. It is apparent, from the experiments with sol-utions

I and 2 in Table XVIII. that the ad,d-ition of smal-l- amounts of the monovafent

cations sodium and potassium had no noticeable effect on the sorption of

the Cs-1J7.

Cs-L37 Activity in the Cofumn Effluent

As noted- previously, equilibrir¡n was not achieved. in any of the columns

and. counting of the efftuent was turned to in an attenpt to investigate the

non-equilibriun process in the col-umns. The data obtained for the l-ast

six columns is given in Table XIX. Atl- actÍvities were corrected for back-

ground which was about 0.6 cpsl Frnn these data it nay be stated- that

virtually al-l of the Cs-117 fed in remained in the column, Indeed, there

is some question that the effluent activities are d.ifferent from zeto.

* cps = counts per second.
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TABTE XVIII

APPARENT AND ESTIMATED CsDR DATA OBÎATNED

Bulk

IN EIGHT COLUIUN EXPERÏMENTS

Soil

hiDAl

ÌI-DA'

WDA]

hIDA]

hIDA2

hIDA2

I^IDA5

Bentonite

Sol-ution

1

1

I

2

7

3

4

5

Density Vm

L.76 r.38 3r.Ø" L.B4% 70 7+.5

r.26 r.55 3t.4 r.84 Bo 82.7

1.16 1.28 12.O 1.84 200 182.2

0.86 L.46 27.O r.B4 400 404.6

0.B0 t.o7 50.9 7.r 200 L62.O

o.72 O.g4 58.5 7.L 4oo 75O,O

2.62 r.77 18.1 0.0 t00 284.5

o.54 0.55 rc+.6 27,r 300 583.5

* Caleiun saturated prepared sample

Apparent Estimated
CsDR CsDR

85.7

100.7

LL9.2

81.7

52.9

285.O

Cs-I17 appears to be imnobilized in the soil column. There is not

sufficient data to e stablish whether the cesir¡m is sorbed by a reversible

equilibrium, with a large constant, or is sorbed by an irreversible

fixation reacti-on. If the former mechanism is chosen, the equilibriun

constant nust be at least twenty times that found. by Krishnanoorthy and

Overstreet. If the latter is chosen, equation [40] is applicable. If a

maximun possible value of the relative concentration in the effluent is

taken as 0.00J, the equation yield.s nininum values in the range of 4 ttt-I

to 17 hr-l for the first ord.er reaction rate constant. In any case it i-s

obvious that Cs-137 in these soils wiII not move at all or will nove

extremely slowly in response to ground water movement.



ln?

Irm^?

tl

ll

llDAS

tl

i¡üDA2

tl

tl

tl

WDA2

il

It

tl

Irf,D¡,5

ll

ll

Bentonite

ll

il

ll

il

Flow Rate
| -t. \
\mrl nr /

1

o.B

o.4

1.8

L.7

t.2

o.51

o.3t

v. ¿2

L.7

t.7

I.2

1.1

5.4

2.L

0.068

o.96

o.45

o.29

2.O

t.4

Eff l-uent
Activity

/npc\
-.TJåYJ-_

o,o29

o.o31

negative

0.011

0.050

negative

1.078

v.v)¿

o.o72

0.005

0.015

0.059

0.059

o.o44

0.008

0.008

negative

0.066

0.058

0.017

negative

Iloo¡l

Àctivity
lnpq\

---\11*91--

22.r

¿L.O

2L.1

20.8

20.7

22"7

22.7

22.7

22.7

22.+

¿¿. +

22.4

22.4

22.3

22.3

¿¿. )

20.0

20.o

20.o

20.0

20.o

RADIOCESIUM ACTIVITY

TABTE X]X

IN THE EFFIÏIENT FROM SIX COLUMN EXPERI}MNIS

Soil Solution Sanpling
Time
Ih?l

--li.=J-

.L

1

l-

¿

2

1

1

3

1

7

1

1

4

4

4

ñ

5

5

6

2T

45

7T

2T

li^
ïv

¿+

50

'7F,

95

¿!

70

95

¿¿

44

7L

25

74

97

119
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I. TNTRODUCTTON

The principa]_ concern of this study is an investigation of the

sorpti-on phenomena of carrier-free radiostrontiun and radiocesium in soil-

solution systems. The objectives are to rel-ate the sorption of the two

radioisotopes to the chenical and physical characteristics of the soil-

solution systems and to develop nethods to predict the sorption fron

easily measurable quantities. Tt is wel-1 known that sorption phenomena

are the cause of the retardation of radioisotope movement relative to

ground. water novenent which occurs during transport of radioisotopes by

ground water. Transport theories were investigated theoretically' not

experímentally, in order to be able to select the nost appropriate theories

which could be used in connection with sorption equations to provid.e nodel-s

of radioisotope transport in soils.

The radioisotopes used were Sr-89, which was d.etected with a geiger

tube, and. Sr-85, and Cs-L77 which were detected with a scintil-lation

crystal. The soil materials were five composite soil sampl-es frorn the tiNRE

waste management area, five sediment samples from the trtlinnipeg River, and

a bentoníte from Morden, Manítoba.

Extensive chemical and physical analyses of the samples were conducted

to charac teríze the soil samples and to provide d.ata to be used. in the

radioisotope sorption studies. The ion-exchange reaction between radio-

strontium and. calcium was stud.ied with calcium saturated sampfes to

investigate the theoretical equation and provide data for the samples. An

extrapolation of the theoretical equation was then investigated. in systems
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of calcareous soils and calciun and magnesium solutions to provide data

which could be applied to field. soil-s. Sorption experirnents with radio-

cesium were carried out in colunns in order to sinul-ate field conductions.

II. CTTARACTERIZATTON OF SAMPIES

The texture of the five composite sanples fron the ÏüNRE waste manage-

ment area ranges fron clay at the surface to sandy foan at the bedrock

contact. AII are moderately or strongly cal-careous. lüater soluble salts

decrease with depth and there is an accumul-ation of gypsun in the form of

concretions in the two surface-nost sanples due to translocation of sol-uble

salts by d.ischarging ground. water. Cation exchange capacities are

relativel-y low (l to 50 meq/fOO S) and. decrease with depth. The doninant

clay nineral is an interstratifierd. mica-nontmoril-lonite. In the Laboratory

the three samples cfosest to the surface are classified as inpermeable to

water and the deepest sanple as moderately sIowly permeable. The

relativefy high sol-uble saÌt fevels and low cation exchange capacities of

the five composite samples are someïIhat unfavourable for retard,ation of

radioisotope migration by ion exchange.

The five sediment sanples fron the lfinnipeg River are calcareous and

the textures range from clay to sandy loam. The catíon exchange capacities

range from lO to 40 meq/tOO g, d.epending upon texture. Due to the very low

sol-ubLe salt content of the river water, radi-oisotope sorption by ion

exchange is very favourable in these sedlnents.

The Mord.en bentonite sanple is a nearly id.eal nontmorill-onite ni-neral.

In its natural state, the deposit is saline and extremely acid. The cation

exchange capacity is very hieh ( 7O5 neqfIOO s). the montnorillonite

mineral- exists in a larger crystallite si-ze than many other clays; this
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accounts for the higher hyd.rauJ-ic cond.uctivity which is higher than in

the clay-textured. soil sampl-es (WnlZ, l^iDAr). The hydraulic conductivity

is still quite low, however, and may constitute a disadvantage if the clay

is to be used in col-umns for water treatment. The high cation exchange

capacity is an ad.vantage for radioisotope sorption by ion-exchange but the

salt content of the influent solution rnust also be taken into account.

I]I. RAD]OSTRONTIUM SORPTTON

The most useful measure of radiostrontium sorption in soil-s is the

strontium distribution ratio (Sr¡n), commonly referred. to as D in the

l-iterature. For a given soil-solutíon systen, tle SrDR is d-efined as the

ratio of the total- anount of rad.iostrontiurn in the exchanger phase to the

total- amount in the solution phase. ,For a calcium saturated soil and a

cafci¡m chloride solution systen, the following equation was found to

relate the radiostrontium sorption to the characteristics of the system:

/n^ \-
SrDR = K +XK

\UA/S

K : mass action constant

/- \ ,(Ca)x : total amount of calciuro in

/n^\^ . tt ll lr rl ll
\ v@ / ù

I'or svstems of cafcareous soils and

sal-ts, the following equation is useful:

the exchanger phase (neq)

'r solution " (teq.)

solutions of calcium and magnesÍum

I tz1L-_ J

[+"1

srDR = Kc resãF
KC : absorption characteristic (t"q/S)

m : weight of soil (S)

(Ca + Ms)s : amount of calcium plus nagnesium in solution (neq)

KC is characteristic of the soil, is reasonably constant, and is equal to
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the product of the cation exchange capacity and the apparent equílibrium

constant.

For radiostrontium sorptíon by river or lake sediments the most

useful measure of sorption is the strontium concentration ratio (SrCn),

commonly referred to as Kd in the literature. SrCR is defined as the

ratio of the anount of radiostrontir.m in the exchanger phase per gram of

sedínent to the amount of radiostrontium in solution per eubic centiroeter

of water. The equation for SrCR analogous to Equation ItZ] i-s:

srcR = KC/N ¡tl1

N = normality of calcium plus magnesi-um in solution

KC is, of course, the sane as the previous equation.

îhe carbonate fraction of soils ís relatively inert with respect to

radiostrontiun sorption. Very little irreversíbility was noted ín batch

methods used in the laboratory for radiostrontiun sorption studies.

However. colunn studies with calcareous soils have demonstrated that some

fixation of radiostrontir:m does occur. It is not known if this will occur

in the field. If it does it is an ad.vantage and. in any case Equation [fZ]

provides a good workíng figure for the SrDR.

IV. RADIOCESIUM SORPTÏON

In coLumn experiments, designed to simulate the field situation,

virtually all of the Cs-117 fed in was retained in the columns. Although

no satisfactory equations were ileveloped to explain the sorption' it

appears that the very strong sorption of radiocesium by the soils can

probably be attributed to a fixation reacti.on. This situation is, of

course, very favourable to the retardation of radiocesir:m migration in

the soil.
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V. RADIOSTRONTTUM SORPTION PREDTCT]ON

The foLl-owing equation may be used to predict the SrDR of field

soil-s:
lôô r_^ ISrDR = KC ;2.--lft::t ¡Ì2aji\\vm - vn/

N : nornality of calcium plus magnesium in the sofution phase

Vm : moisture percentage of the soil-

Vn : non-sol-vent water percentage

As indicated, in Appendix A, Vn may be obtained fron the foJ-lowing

regression equation:

vn = -1 .g + 30.5 c l1fal
C : catj-on exchange capacity in neqfg

Likewise KC may be estimated fron the following equation if radíoisotope

data are not available:

vî-1z tî lcql.Ja v Ltt )

Vm may be determined by a sinple gravimetríc noisture d,eternination upon

a fie1d sample and N by a chemicaf analysis of a ground water sample

obtained, for example, from a piezometer. The onJ-y other experimental-

quantity required in the above equation is the cation exchange capacity

which may be obtained. by the sod.ium chlorid.e method of Chapter fïï.

In Table XX, the prediction method. is ill-ustrated using the data

obtained from the previousl-y d.escribed moisture extraction rnethod with the

comnosite soil semnles- The r¡¡riation of SrDR with field moisture content

is not rapid and is most pronounced with sanple ViIDA2 due to the presence

of an ínsol-uble gypsum phase. The SrDR is similar in al-l five samples due

to the concurrent decrease in cation exchange capacity and- in sol-uble salt

content with sampling depth.
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PREDICTED STDR

Sample

TABIE XX

OF THE COMPOSTTE SAMPTES

Vm Vn
(¡l (øt

Aî VARIOUS

N

o.0676

0.0641

0. 0609

o.o5g2

o.0407

0.0280

o.o2L4

0.0168

o.0624

o.0594

o.o27L

o.0254

0.0159

MOISTURE

KC
(meqle)

CONTENTS

SrDR

14.0

L3.O

r0.0

l.o

11.8

11.5

10.4

9.0

14.o

r0.0

L2.B

l.2.7

r0.1

V\IDA2

}fDA2

IfDA2

IÌIDA2

hrDAl

\IDÃ3

WDÃ3

TIDAI

hlDAl

itrDA2

14rDA3

I\IDA4

I¡IDA5

^7

ar4

109

?Ã

)v

nal¿

LO2

86.0

AÃA

32,1

¿+. ¿

7.r

7.r

7.2

7.2

1.8

'tR

I.B

IX

9.7

7.2

L.7

^rì

0.467

o.465

o.459

o.L55

o.t55

ô'r66

ô 1Ã6

0.700

o.465

o. r55

0.099

o.o5g

A similar approach may be used to

sediments. The refevant equation is:

SrCR = KC/N

predict the SrCR of river or lake

r"-"1
LL) )

KC : absorption characteristic

N : normality of calcium plus nagnesiun in solution

KC nay be obtained from a sorption experiment or estinated fron the cation

exchange capacity and N may be obtained from chemical analysis of the

river or lake water. For the five river sediment sanples the pred.ictions



shown in Table XXr are obtained using the value N = 0.000926.

TABLE XXI

PREDTCTED STCR OF THE ÍITNNTPEG RTVER SEDI}ßNTS

Sample KC
(neq,/el

110

SrCR

¿oö

rtrRLJV

545

/ ¿L/

201,

concentrati-on

due to

t

2E

2\l

OF

1

o.249

o.r47

0.505

o,225

0. 187

The srcR data are quite high d.ue to the very low soluble salt

in the river water. îhe variation among samples is obviously

variations in cation exchange capacity.

VT. RAD]OSTRONTIUM TRANSPORT TN A HOMOGENEOUS SOÏT

The transport of radionuclides in soils by ground water may be

visualized. by rneans of a model in whieh a solution of the carrier-free

radioisotope in the ground. water flows aLong a eolumn filIed- with a

granular ion-exchange,r. The flow rate nust be sufficiently slow that ion-

exchange equilíbrium is established ever¡rwhere in the column. Fixation of

the rad.ioisotope must be absent. The nean velocity of a front or a band'

of activity is given bY:

t¡ = u/(1 + D) lzøl

tt : mean velocitY of front or band.

U : linear veloeity of ground water flow

D : equilibriun distribution ratio of tracer

In EquationlZe], n is the SrDR, as previously d.efined, and. may be
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predicted as indicated above. The ground water velocity, U, may be

obtained by the use of non-exchanging tracers such as tritium or dyes or

may be estiroated from hydraulic conductj-vity and grad.i-ent d.epend.ing upon

the accuracy required.. This equation was verified experÍ-mentalty by

Frissel and Poe]stra (f5) with columns of resÍn-sand mixtures and. illite

clays.

If the veJ-ocíty of the front is sufficiently low that díspersion can

be attributed. to longitud.inal diffusion and. to a finite grain size, the

following equation gives the "width. of the front of radioactivity:

L = 1.81 ltzl

distanee including BOy'o of the concentration change

modified liquid diffusion coefficient

x : position of front

U : ground water velocity
tDis reLated to the nod.el by:

I

D'

Dl = ? Do +)r d.U
:

^t : labyrinth factor

Do : diffusion coefficient of the radioisotone

À : packing factor

d : effective grain size

At the l-ow fLow rates conmon in soils, the contribution

becones negligible. This equation was also investigated

acceptable by Frissel and Poelstra (fl).

l=z)

of the second term

and. found to be

In roost situations the velocity of a front is nore important than the

shape or width of the front especially if the front is sharp. The velocity



hi = U'(t * L/ ")
'hl : velocity of radiostrontiun

TTr : r¡e'loeitw of water in a channel

c, : dinensionless parameter

is characteristic of the nodel and is d,efined as:

da = TÇDTê

- - , -.:. .'.-.. -:-- . -';- -':- -: -'- . ::::;l:l:_::,::; ;::.:.:-::::;:l:t;i:rii

LLz

f-¿1
L rb.l

lttl

.-' . -.---_----1,:.i"ji.,},.;,f )t,1,):':

ma.y be obtained from Equation [26] ancl if an estimate of the width is

requi-red, Ilclur-ition, llz] and l17f ^,ry 
be used.

VII. RADIOSTRONTII]1q TRANSPORT IN SOILS VÍITH A BLOCK AND CHANNEL STRUCTURE

If the soit in question is an imperneable clay or clay till- which is

fractured into bl-ocks. and if it is established that ground water flow

exists primarily in the channefs between the blocks, then a d.ifferent

radioisotope transport model is required. The simplest applicable ¡nodel

is one which consid.ers a rectangul-ar column packed with the soil havíng a

narïow channel- adjacent to one wafl. The ground. water containing the radio-

isotope flows along the channel and the radioisotope enters or leaves the

soil bl-ock by diffusion onl-y, since there is no flow of ground. water in

the block. This is a non-equilibrium model- with the díspersion of the

front being dependent upon the rate of diffusion into or out of the block

ns nomn¡rcd to the r¡e'l oeitv in the channel-. The velocity of the radio-

strontiurn behind the front is given by:

2a

2T

D

d

width of a soif channel

width of a soif bl-ock

equilibrium distribution of radioisotope

void. fraction of soil bLock
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D is the SrDR and may be estimated as outlined previously. The other data

required are the geometry of the blocks and channels, the vel-ocity in the

channels, and the void fraction which may be estinated fron the field

noisture content. Some of these data nay be d.ifficult to obtain or may be

vari-able in the fiel-d

The dispersion is difficult to predict theoretically. However, if the

rate of diffusion in the block is conparable to the rate of transport in

the channel, ion-exchange equilibrir¡n will prevail, and the front will be

relatively sharp

VÏTI. RADIOCESTUM TRANSPORT

No nathematieal relationship has been d.eveloped to predict rad.iocesium

transport. In the soils stud.ied. Cs-L17 will eíther be imnobile or move at

less than one fortieth the velocity of radiostrontium. In most situations

the radioisotope of most concern will be Sr-90 and useful pred.ictions are

available for transport of this isotope.

ÏX. RADTOSTRONTIUM MTGRATION PREDICTION

ïntroduction

îhis section is designed to d.elineate method.s of pred.iction of radio-

strontÍum migration which nay be applícable to the sediments in the

vicinity of the trtINRE waste nanagement area. the accuracy of the predictions

depend.s upon both the validity of the assumptions upon which the theoretical

equations are based and the reliability of the fiefd and laboratory data

used. The prediction nethods require water movement data for all the

sediments through which the rad.iostrontium will move; these nay be obtained.

fron tracer studies or fron hydraulie gradient and conductivity measurenents.
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fn addition, chemical analysis of the ground. water, field. moisture content

and cation exchange capacity data for the soils along the expected

migration path are required.. It is ?1so necessary to ascertain the type

of permeability network of the sed.iments. According to the accuracy

required' some data nay be estinated fron known characteristics of the

sediments or may be extrapolated. from d.ata for nearby samples assgmed to

be sinilar.

Pred.iction Methods

As radioisotope migrations can be expected to fo1low the ground water

flow lines, it is important to obtain reliable d.ata on hydrogeology of a

given area. The controlling permeabitity network of the field soil must

be determined and, if fl-ow is other than intergranular, the dinensions of
the network must be d.eternined. According to cherry and Beswick (Z),

water movement in the tiIl and lacustrine units in the viciníty of the

!üNRE waste nanagenent area nay be d.ue to a block and channel fracture net-
work whereas novement in the basal sandy unit nay be assumed to be inter-
granular.

A path over which the nigration is to be pred.icted is then chosen,

following a ground water flow Iine. The path is dívid.ed into regions

within which the physical and. chemieal eharacteristics of the soil- and

ground water nay be assuned to be uniform, and the calculations given

below are followed. the total transit tine for water or rad,iostrontÍun is
obtained. by a sunmation of the individ.ual transit times for each reEion.

Calcu]ations

the water flux in the region is calculated from Darcyrs law:

ï'=_kvg lral
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I t- \-r, : ï .Lux \ cm/ day )

k : hydrauLic conductivity

H : hyd.raulic gradient

If water fl-ow is intergranular, the linear flow rate of ground water is

calculated from:

u = E/€ lstl
U : l-inear flow rate (cn/aay)

f r po"" fraction (volunetrie wa.ter content of the soil)

If water movenent is due to a block and channel fracture network,

the linear flow rate in the channels is calculated from:

v' = r !, /a [ia1

U' : f1ow rate in a channel- (cn/aay)

2! z wj-,d.th of a soiL block (cn)

2a : width of a channel (cn)

Alternatively U or U'may be obtained d.irectly from studies with tritir.r-m

or other non-exchanging tracers.

Radiostrontium nigration rates in the region are calculated. usíng

the transport theories d.iscussed earlier in this ehanter:

\r = îJ/(1 + D) lzal
or:

rrr = U'/(t * t/o) lZø7

hI : mean velocity of a radiostrontium front (cn/aay)

D : equilibriun SrDR

o i dinensionless parameter

The quantities D and a are calculated fron chemi.cal and physical data of

the soil- and ground water using Equations ltZa) ana llll respectively.
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X. RECOMMENDATTONS

For any proposed active waste dJ.sposal area, it is reconmended that

detailed. information be obtained on the hydrogeology and the soil and

water chemistry of the site. Radiostrontirim migrations predictions may

aid in the evaluation of proposed sites.
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APPENDIX A

NON-SOIVENT I4IATER IN FTOCCULATED CIAT-SO],UTTON SYSTEMS

Ï. INTRODUCTTON

This stud.y was inspired by a remarkable paper by EI Swaify et al-.

(11) in which the tern non-solvent water was introduced. in quotation

marks. Upon consideration of the experinental results and concepts set

forth in this paper, it became evid.ent that the concept of non-solvent

water or the equivalent concept of negative absorption of anions should

be taken j-nto account in the interpretation of results of a study of ion

exchange between cafcium and radiostrontiun in concentrated clay suspens-

ions, which was then in progress. Accord.ingly a laboratory investigation

was carried out utilizing, with one exception, the soils and soil naterials

studied in the ion-exchange experiments.

The phenonena of non-solvent water, nore properly refemed to as

positíve absorption of water, and of negative absorption of anions arise

fron the definition of the phase boundary in clay-solution systems.

Consider the simple situation of a clay, mineral inrnersed. ín an electrolyte

solution, for example, sodium chloride. the presence of the negative

surface eharge alters the concentrations of the conponents of the solution

ín the vicinity of the clay surface. However, these alterations are not

d.irectly measurable, but must be inferred. from the total anounts of each

conponent in the systen and the concentrations in the solution at a large

distance from the clay surface. The variations in concentration with

distance fron a planar charged surface are illustrated in the following

diagram. It must be enphasized that the equations derived below apply to

any configuration of the charged. surface; the planar case is illustrated.



because of its siniplicity.
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The surface regíon is a region of snaLl but fínite thickness in which the

properties differ appreciably from the properti-es in the interíor of either
phase. As the surface region is approached fron the sol-ution side. the

cation concentration increases and the anion concentration decreases due

to the presence of the solid and the concentrations of the components of

the solution must all be zero in the interior of the sol-id. phase. Due to

electroneutralíty requirements, the concentrations of the cation and. anion

in the sol-ution phase must be equal at distances far from the surface.

fn their thermodynamic treatment of surface effects, Lewis and Randal1

(11) aetine a surface concentration of any component as the excess of that

| /¿J-
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component in the systen over that calculated. fron the volume of each

phase and the concentratíons of the component in the interior of eaclr

phase. these surface concentrations are expressed in terms of amount per

unit of surface area and nay be positive or negative. In the notation of

l,ewis and Randall the three surface concentrations in the clay - sol-ution

systen may be defined as follows, if the vohmes of the phases are fixed.

by the i-ntroduction of an arbitrary phase boundary parallel to the surface

region"

rlls = "1 - c{vr - tÏt u'

þAs = "2 - clv, - tjt u*

fsAs = ry - clvy - tlt u¡

lar]

[.qz ]

[¡<l
L"¿ J

f : surface concentration

As : surface area

n : total moles or equivalents

C : concentration

V : volume

f : solution nhase

lI : solid phase

L : cation

2 z anj-on

3 z water

The nagnitude and sign of these surface concentrations d.epend.s upon the

position of the phase boundary and., in general t ãfly one concentration may

be mad.e equal to zeto by a proper choice of the boundary. In order to make

the surfaee concentrations usable quantities, the positíon of the phase
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bound.ary must be specified; a conventíonal but arbitrary choiee is the

plane xl in the diagram which makes the surface concentration of water

zero" The consequences of this choice are that the vol-ume of the solution

phase is defined by the amount of water in the system:

negative surface charge of the clay surface is

absorption of cations and. a negative absorption of

IA4]

¡al1

leo]

[Ae]

¡ezl

bya

hel

which

IlAs

IZAs

by:

-n1-tlvl

- n2 - tj u,

v, = n7/c)

and that the inherent

bal-anced by a positive

anions which are given

A second. equally arbitrary choice is the plane x in the d.iagran; this

phase boundary is positioned to make the surface concentration of the anion

zero. The volume of the solution phase is then d.efined. by the amount and.

concentration of the anion in the systen:

vt = nz/cà

The negative surface charge of the clay nineral is entirely balanced

positive absorption of cations given by:

I1l.s = n1 - c{ v1

There exists a positive absorption of water, the non-solvent water,

is given by:

f3l.s = n7 - cj vy

Although arbitrary, this second convention resulting in the concept of non-

soLvent water has several ad.vantages over the first convention which results

in the concept of negative absorption of anions. To begin with, the concept

of a negative absorption is sonewhat alien to workers in the soils fie1d.



The cation exchange capacity remains constant and ind.ependent of the

composition of the solution phase. Finally in some circunstances' as in

the stud.y by E1 Swaify et a1. ( ff), the non-solvent water content ís

nearly characteristic of a soíl or clay mineral.

In any event, there is a sinple relationship between the negative

absorption of the first conventi-on and. the non-solvent water of the second.

convention which nay be derived from equations [a41, [AO], [¡Z], ana [49]:
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Iaro]
ISAs

v3
_Þ

CZ

C5 may be elininated by defining it as being equal to unity. In the

Iiterature of negative absorption, the quantity 12As/C2 is often referred

to as the exclusion volune or the quantity IZ/CZ as the exclusion

distance; in effect the non-solvent water concept is being used rather

than the negative absorption concept although they are arbitrary and.

interchangeable .

II. LITERATURE REVIEI¡ AND îHEORY

Paralle1 Plate Mgdql. A model of a clay-solution systen to which

many theories have been applied consists of negati-vely charged para1lel

plates, infinite in extent, between which an electrolyte soluti-on is

situated. The d.istribution of the ions in the vicinity of the plates is

governed by the charge of the plates. The volume of water between the

plates is equal to one half of the prod.uct of the surface area and the

distance between the plates. .4, table of synbols used in connection with

this model is presented below.
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I : surface charge d.ensity in meql/emz

2X, z distance between plates in cm

v : valence of the cation

p : ratio of valênce of cation to anj.on 
., . | , , I

q. : a valence factor 
-:..' '

P : constant equal to 1.06 x tOt5 cm neq-l

n : electrolyte nornality

.[L : negative absorption Ln meqf em2 . ' ,. t.

A table of the valence factor q is given by Schofield and Talibuddin (40). ':.,.)-...
' .4,'.".. )...-..

The Gouy Theory. The electric d.ouble layer theory of Gouy as

extended by schofield (19) results in the fotlowing equation for the

exclusi-on distance for the case of infinite plate separation and ideal

sol-ution:

f- 
- 

q 4 frrr-l" =ffi - ;er hul
This equation is a good approxination provided that the first term is more

than five tines the second. Schofield and Talibuddin (40) state that for
plate separations given by: 

.,.:.: ,..;.: ,

v0r x

the Gouy equation is valid for normalities in the range: l',' 
,

4q2
ãz a':-'\ W

At very Low normalities the diffuse layers expand to fi1l the interplate 
,,.r.i.r:.,.:j.

volume. For this situation Schofield and. lalibuddin give the following :..: ::

equation:

F = x-¡.,I/P feral
b is a constant. This equation is vaIid. for normalities in the range of:
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o < n< 92 =v p x2 [aril
when the first tern is several times the second.

Substitution of values of f conmonly found in clays into expression

[Afe] ind.icates that Gouy theory is usable if X is greater than 20.å.o for '., ,,'' 
l,'i 

,.,'_,.:_'..:':.:t:-:.:

a sodi-um-clay or greater than 10Ao for a calciun-clay. these figures

correspond to X-raY d-spacings of 5OAo and. SOAo respectively. Since

calcium-clays do not exhibit d-spacings greater than 2OAo ( L1, 2), the ,,,,, :, ',

Gouy equations are only applicable to freely expand.ing sod.ium (or lithiun) 
: ':

:.'r-i:., -::.;
saturated elays

The Donnan îheory. Donnan equilibrium theory nay be applied. to the

case of narrow plate spacing and ideal solution. Schofield and Talibud.din

give the following equation:

# = (, #) 
-' (, +J rarol

. d/ \ tix/ L---- r

for spaci.ngs given by:

v pIX

For normalities less than one, equation [af6] r"y be modified to: 
i

lL x2'n .,.'...1r;. = x- +# if p=r [are] r ,,,..,.nI-

¡au1

From expression [afZJ the maxinum values of X are 6A0 for a sodir:m clay

and ,Ao for a calcir:m clay; corresponding X-ray d-spacings aïe 22Ão and-

16A0 respectively. These spacings are compatible with a flocculated.

sodium-montnorillonite or a flocculated sodium or cafcium-vernicul-ite.

The Theorv of de Haan. F.i,.M. d.e Haan (fO) fras derived expressions

for negative absorption in systens with interacting d.ouble layers. For

F = x Æ irp=!
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noûnalities and. spacings given by:

n<0.1 and X

the expression is:

È = v x1p _ 4 j¡_
n x - ñ" ø¡r if p=1

Unfortunately the third term is not valid when:

Ae I Ai k-l
AskAsk

Ae : external surface area

Ai : internal surface area

As : total surface area

k : average mrmber of plates in a tactoid.

lrzo]

f r or I
LtLlL )

vÉf x I rtzl

since this tern nust be zero when the exclusion d.istance approaches X.

The Tactoid Model. A nr.mber of studies ( Z, Z5 ) have shown that,

i-n calcium-montnorillonite suspensi-ons, the clay plates are grouped into

packets or tactoids having an X-ray d-spacing of approxinately 1940" The

fundamental physicaf units of the suspension then are the tactoid.s, which

nay be caIled. crystallites, rather than single clay plates as in the case

of a dispersed. sodÍun-cIay. fhe tactoids, which may be viewed as stacks

of parallel clay plates with a fixed spacing, possess both internal and

externaL surface areas. The fractions of these surface areas are d.enendent

upon the average number of plates in a tactoid as follows:

ltn)

The observed exclusion volume of a tactoid suspension is due to the anion

exclusion within the tactoids as well as the exclusion associated with

the d.iffuse layer on the external surfaces of the tactoid.s¡ îhe apparent

exclusion distance is given by:
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l/¿a)

Ve : total exclusion voh¡me

fi- : internal negative absorption

fe- : external negative absorption

A conplete theoretical expression for the exclusion volume of a flocculated

clay-solution system may be obtained if suitable expressions for the

internal and external negative absorption are substituted. into equation

lAZa). This will be iLlustrated with data obtained from anion excl-usion

studies reported. in the l-iterature and. will be used. in the interpretation

of data obtained from an experinental investigation of the anion exclusion

of a number of soils and soíl naterials.

ïnterpretatj-on of the Data of Jacobs. Jacobs (20) studied the

excLusion of chloride by a hydrobiotite in sod.ium chloríde solutions. The

sample used was an interstratified. biotite-vernieulite nj-neral having a

cation exchange capacity of O.753 neS"/g. The exclusion volume in sodi¿n

chloride solutions was obtained. from neasurernents of apparent pore volumes

for tritium and chloride in solumns packed with the mineral. These data,

as read. from Jacobst graph, are given below:

Ve. = k-1Ii.-* -l Ie-
Askn'kn

Nornality of
sodiun ehlorid.e

n (neq/mll

1.0

0.r

0.01

0.001

0.0004

Exclusion Volume
Ve (nl/em. )

0.102

o.r23

o.L74

o.L4g

o.162
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The Donnan equation, equation [nfe], is applicable to the interlayer

region of the verniculite layers of the crystallites, and. the Gouy

equation, equation [lff], is applieable to external surfaces of the

crystallites of hydrobiotite. The conplete expression for the exclusion

volume is then:

rr- ^-1 2 --+-¡..f 4 *¡oLIï-À.k-1X2*v€=Á.sk^ff n--AS[ 7î-*^o k ¡.-å$-k--i-"'- \tP

o" E;Jx-nsf, # = o.r27

Since the second and. third. terms are eonstant, and the last tern is

significant only at high normalities, a linear graphshould result if Ve

is plottea against N-å. Ïfhen Jacobs' d.ata is ptotted. in this manner

(F:.gure Al), a straight line, having a slope of 7.2 x IO-4 and an intercept

of 0.J'27 nL/g., is obtained. over nost of the graph. The curved. portion

nay be ascribed to the effect of the last tern of equation [aZl]"

From the conplete expression, the slope rnay be seen to be equal to:

u"* + = 7-2xto-4 ltzøl
vP

and the external surface area of the crystallites is:

A"* = r.un2fg ltztl
Also from equation llZ>), the intercept of the line may be seen to

be equal to:

Iaza]

The first tern on the left hand síd.e is the Donnan constant and the second.,

the Gouy constant. From the x-ray d-spacing of wet vermiculites ( 47 ), x

nay be estinated to be 2.77 x 10-8 cm. I nay be estimated. to be 1.8 x lO-7

^"q,1.2 fron the cation exchange capacity and theoretical surface area of

verniculites (fe). In this case, however, the contribution of the Gouy
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constant is insignificant. The internal surface area of the crystallites

may be calculated. to be:

e" E* = 459 nz/sk ,- - *2/s ¡lzol

and the average number of vernieulite layers in a crystallite nay be '; ';

calculated to be:

k=459/r.1.7+r=595 [¡¡o]

TheaveragethicknessofacrystaI1ite,exc1udingthebiotitelayerslDâY
; . ., .'.'

be calculated' as' 
' ' .'.

L=393xI4.5x10-8=5.7x10-5cm=O.57tt [a¡f] 
: '

The total accessible surfaee area of the crystallite, obtained- from the

snm of lezl) ana [az9], compares favourably with a figure of 400 n2/8,

obtained from the theoretical surfae,e area of verniculite (fB) ana the

fraction of vermiculite layers in the hydrobiotite as derived. fron the

cation exchange capacity. The average nu.mber of vermiculite layers in a

crystallite, k, is also a reasonable figure.

Previously, the curved. portion of the graph of Figure Al was ascribed

to the variable tern of the Donnan equation. rf the Gouy contribution 
,.,,,,,1,,,;

is subtracted fron the observed. values of Ve, the result is the contrib-

ution to the totat exclusion volume due to the Donnan equilibrir.¡m withj.n .',t,',,::. : -

the crystallj"tes, which should follow the equation:

vd = ve - vs = -o" llf " * as f x lir.nl

Vd : Donnan excfusion volume 
"",

Vg : Gouy exclusion volume

When Jacobsr data are plotted. in accord.ance with this equation (Fieure Àt),

the linear graph confirms the valid.ity of the Donnan equation in this
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situation. The slope of the l-ine is found to be -o.o24; this compares

favourabl-y with a val-ue, calculated from d.ata previously obtained, of :

^
.À-l-/!-A"Tî=-0.ozr4 AT)

The Donnan equation is therefore applicable to the anion excl-usion by the

interlayer vol-urne of vermiculite, and. the Gouy equation is applicab1e to

the anion exclusion of the external surface area of the crystallites.
Tnterpretation of the Data of Bower and Goertzen. For the nore

coÍmon situation of a cal-cium-saturated. soil containing montmorillonite

or interstratifíed montmorillonite layers, in equilibriun with a cal-cium

chloride solution, the nost suitable equation is:

v" = A" * ffi n-t * o" 

=-l 
x - As 

=- 
¡,,å - o"./æg

The Last term is somewhat questionable at the snal-l spacings encountered

within a tactoid. The third term, d.erived from equation [Rr4], becomes

negligible at low and mod.erate normatities and may be el-iminated. by suítabl_e

extrapolation.

Bower and Goert zen ( 5 ) report negati.ve absorption d.ata in calciurn

chl-oride sol-utions for three soils formed under arid or semiarid clinates.
The clay nineral- may be assumed to be montmoril-lonite. The specific
surface areas, by glycol absorption, are stated to be:

Traver 36 nz/g

Sebree t64 n2/S

Chino 246 n2/S

In Figure 42, Bower and Goertzenrs excl-usi-on volume d.ata for the three

soils are plotted as a function of ,r-å. since the data was stated on an

oven-dry weight basis, estinates of the ignition l_oss at Toooc were mad.e
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and. these i,rere add,ed to Bower and. Goertzents data. The sLopes and inter-
cept of the three lines are:

Traver o.99 x IO-3 O.OIO,

Sebree 6.4 x IO-5 o.o+jz

Chino 9.0 x lo-l 0.0662

From the slopes, the external surface areas are:

Traver z.le n2f g

, Sebre e 17 .9 ^2/e
Chino 25.2 

^2/e
Using the experimental total surface areas, the average mrmber of plates

in a tactoid, k ¡ m&T be calculated:

Traver 13

Sebree 9.I

Chino 9.8

The interlayer half-distance, x, was estinated to be 4"g x 10-B cm (z),
and the surface charge densityrf , was estinated to be L.5 x to-7 neq/cnz

from data for montmorilLonite (fg). Fron these data and the intercepts,

the internal- and total surface areas rnay be calcurated to be:

Traver 1O.B 33.6 nz/g

Sebree L77 L5t- nz/s

Chino 2O2 227 nz/s

The ealculated total surface areas are in substantial agreement with the

experimental values given by Bower and Goertzen.

TÏÏ. Ð(PERIMENTAI

Experinentar technique is very inportant in exclusíon voLr.me or

negative absorption stud.ies because the quantity being d.etermined is the
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difference between two larger quantities. In this study, several techniques

were investigated, and consid.erable effort was expended to id.entify and.

evaluate afl sources of bias in the technique which was eventual-Iy used..

This technique is sinilar to that of EI Swaify et al-. (J-1 ) except that

centrifuge washing was substituted. for the funnel washing of the l-atter.

A eal-cii.¡m-saturated, salt-free soil sample was washed repeatedly with a

particular calcium chl-orid.e solution to ensure that the composition of

the solution phase of the system was identical to the conposition of the

caLcium chloride solution. the sample rras then centrifuged, the supernatant

decanted., and. the total weight, weight of the oven-dry soil, and. the

chloride content of the soil paste vüas deternined.. From these data the

non-solvent water content, expressed, on an oven-dry weight basis was

caLculated..

Materials. Most of the experinental investigation involved. three

soils or soil rnaterial-s: (1) a calci-i:m-saturated., carbonate-free sanple

prepared from composite sanple lìl-D42. The predominant clay nineral- of the

sample is an interstratified mica-nontnoríI1onite. the sample contains

74% c]ray and. half of this clay is less than 0.1¡.r in dianeter. (Z) a

calcium-saturated sample of Morden bentonite. This sample i-s a near-ideal

montmorilLonite; the dominant particle size is coarse clay (2.0 - O.2F).

3) " swelling bentonite of unknown origin. This sample is mineralogically

sinilar to the Morden bentonite except that the dominant particle size is

fine clay (<0.2F). fn addition, a cafcium-saturated, carbonate-free sam.ple

prepared from composite sample WDAJ and. the five sedínent samples from the

tfinnipeg River were used in some deterninations. The river sediment sanples

are calcareous and range in texture from fine sand.y loam to clay.
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Non-Solvent Ìtater Deternination. Solutions of 0.02 N, 0.04 N' and

O.2O N and 1 N calcium chloride were pïepared. Four grams of air-dry

sample was placed in a tared 45 nL short conical centrifuge tube ano the

sample was washed five ti-nes with a particular calciun chlorid-e solution.

At the conelusion of the last washing, the supernatant was d.ecanted, the

neck of the tube was wiped dry, and the tube was quickly weighed. The

sanple was then washed. five times with t N cal-ciun nitrate and the combined

washings were dil-uted to 200 mI. îo determine the sample weight, the

sample was washed twice wít]n 50% ethanol and. twice wít}- 95% ethanol and

was d.ried in the centrifuge tube at lO5oC for several days. The sample

was then removed. frorn the oven, soaked in water for an hour, and replaced.

in the drying oven. Daily, until the d.rying test was conpleted , the sanple

was cooled ín a desiccator for one half hour, weighed., and returned to the

oven. lüeighing was continued until- a constant weight loss, approximately

O.O1% per day forsamples high in clay, rüas achieved. The base weight used

in calculations was taken at the point at which the weight loss during

drying changed fron a rapid loss to a slow constant l-oss.

Suitable aliquots of the washing solution and. the calci-um nitrate

extract were d.iluted. to 200 m1 with 1 N calcir¡m nitrate for the chloride

deternination which was accomplished by automatic titration with 0.0I N

silver nitrate. To detect the end-point, a silver-silver chl-orid.e ind.icating

electrode and a saturated calonel reference electrod.e, equipped with a 1 N

potassium nitrate salt brid.ge, were used..

Neglecting tare weights and blanks the calculation is:

200 d A1T2
Wn = ïll - 1tt2 -

Â nlllrn¿r !
[¡qc-l
LLL/ ¿ J
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l¡f¡ : weight of non-solvent vrater

hr1 : weight of wet system

îtl¿ z base weight of oven-dry soiÌ

d : density of wash solution

A1 : aliquot of wash solution

Tl : titration for wash solution

A2 : aliquot of calcir:m nitrate extract

T2 : titration for calcium nitrate extract

Deternination of X-Ray d.-Spacings. Calciun-saturated. samples were

shaken overnight with 1.0 N or 0.02 N calcium chloride and were centrifuged

and. the supernatant d.ecanted. The wet sanple was placed. in the specimen

mount of a Philips PÍl 1064 specinen rotator, levelled with a spatula, and.

covered with polyethytene filn. The specimen rlas X-rayed. with a Philips

X-ray generator and d.iffractometer using cobaLt K2 rad.iation. For an

accurate determination of the d.-spacing, a scanning speed of t/+ degree

per minute was used. The polyethylene filn effectively prevented evapor-

ation and contributed. only a moderately strong peak near 4.L+Ão.

Ignition Loss Determinations. In ord.er to determine the adsorbed.

water which is not driven off at 1O5oC, the ignition l-oss of the sanples

was d,etermined. Upper temperature limits of ,OOoC for soil clays and. J50oC

for well crystallized clays were selected to differentiate between ad.sorbed.

water and hydroxyl water. Calciun saturated sanples were dri-ed to 'tconstant

weight" at IO?oC and were heated for eighteen hour periods at SOOoC or

35OoC until "constant weightrr was again achieved. Ignition loss was

calculated as a percent of the weight at tO5oC.

Cation Exchange Capaeity Determinations. À centrifuge washing technique
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based upon dispfacement of exchangeable cations by ammonium acetate ï'Ias

used to determine the cation exchange capacity of the calcium saturated

non-calcareous sarnples. An analagous funnel washing technique using 2 N

sodium chlorid.e was employed. with the calcareous sanples. Calcir.m and.

magnesium were determined by EDTA titration.

rV. RESU],TS AND DISCUSSION

Evaluation of the Data. The results of the non-solvent water

d.eterminations are presented in Table AI. Variation between d.uplicates

is within experimental error in most cases. For the Mord.en bentonite and

the t{DA2 sanple, for exanple, the estimated experimentaL error ranged. from

>% to tZ%. For sample tüDA] and the river sedinent samples, no duplicates

are available, but the variations between determinations at d.ifferent

normalities are within estinated. experímental errors, which range from

ZO% to Aø%. Consequently, no conclusi-ons regard.ing the variation of the

non-solvent water content of these samples with nornality may be d,rawn

from these data.

Variation of Non-Solvent Water with Normality. In Figure A5 the non-

solvent water contents of sarople lfDA2, the Morden bentonite' and the

swelling bentonite are plotted against the reciprocal square root of the

nornality. In accord.ance with theory, a linear refationship is evid.ent

in the low normality range. The intercepts and slopes of the tangents are

'given below:

SoiI ÏtDA2 O.O7L2 7.O2 x

Morden bentonite 0.260 L.6 x

Swelling bentonite 0.201 L7.7 x

7
LO'

IO-J

LO-)
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TABTE ¡,I

NON-SOIVENT ITiATER CONTENT 0F

IN EQUILIBRIUI{ I¡üITH VARIOUS CAICIIIM

THE SAMPTES

CHTORTDE SOIUîIONS

Sample

l¡fDA2

( Catciun-saturated
Carbonate-free)

Mord.en bentonite
( Catci-t¡-n-sa tura ted, )

Swelling bentonite

IJ'IDA5

( Catciun-saturatect )

River Sedinents

I

2E

2W

v

OF

* Variation between

Normality

o.o2r77
o.o41L5

o.2lg8
r.100

0.02r70

o.o2r2t
o.o+52L

0.04087
o.2L76
1.1050

o.0206

o.0402
o.2o3
r.o7

o.o43B3

o.2217

r.L252

o.o43go
L.L262

o.o41go
L.L262

o.o4tgo
L.L262

o.o47go

L.1262

o.045go
1.1262

replicates exceeds estirnated

Ø Non-Solvent Ìfater

l,2.O
*lL.2

R.7va I

't hl av

x21"7

27.4

27.O

26"O

26.3
^a-ZOo)

X1L.B

28.'l
25"4
¿L.O

¿.+

2"5

¿.1

?l
).L

7n).1

^nva t

2.O

OR
J.v

LL.2

r.7
3.4

^t1.+
5"7

experinental

+'8.7

RÃ

NAf .T

x7A 6,

25.2

28.5

25 "7
¿o. ¿

¿o. L

xzL"+

29.8
24.8
19.8

e3ror"
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Tnternretation of the Non-Solvent Water Data by the Tactoid Theory.

The ignition loss between IO?oC and JOOoC nust be ad.ded. to the non-solvent

water data and. to the above intercepts to obtain exclusion volume figures.

For soil tr{DA2 and. the Mord.en bentonite respectively, the ignition loss was

found. to be L.4% and,2.O%. .{n estimated value of 1.O% was used for the

swelling bentonite.

Equation lLru) is the nost applicable equation to the situation of

montnorillonitic tactoids in a calciun chloride solution. Using this

equation and. the slopes of the lines in Fígure trJ, the external surface
1

area, As f,, may be ealeulated:

Soil I'üDA2 22.L x ro4 cnz/s

x 104 cn2/g

x to4 cn2/e

As, is estimated. using the charge density

of layers in a crystallite, k, and. the

nay be calculated:

Morden bentonite 5.0

Swelling bentonite 55.7

If the total surface area'

of montmorillonite' the nunber

thickness of a crystallite' I'

Soil ltlDA2

As

zao n2f s

Morden bentonite 74O nz/g

Swelling bentonite 640 nz/g

k 1

L5 o.Oz5tt

rÊn O.ZBy

12 o.o2Jy

The interlayer half-d.istance, X, is derived. fron the X-ray d.iffraction

d.ata and. the internaf surface area. ¡,s H. i-s obtained. fron the inter-vur¿¡vkr-v

cepts of the lines in Figure AJ. The last term of equation [A¡+) i"

estinated using the above total surface area d.ata. A calcul-ated val-ue of

the total surface area, As, is obtained. fron the sum of the external and.

internal surface areas. îhese d.ata are tabulated below.
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Soil ÏfrD42

Mord.en bentonite

4.gLo

4.65Ã0

1. I
,t^-ÃÞk

zþe n2/s

8oB n2/s

654 n2/s

27O n-/e
2t

eL) Ð /6

7::o n2/sSwelling bentonite 4.BAo

The calculated surface areas are in good agreement with the estimated

val-ues. In ad.dition the crystallite thickness d.ata compare favourably

with the particle size d.ata of the three naterials.

Relation of Non-Sol-vent lüater Content to Cation EEchange Capacity.

Non-soLvent water eontent would. be expected to be strongly depend.ent upon

the eation exchange capacity of a soil naterial since both quantities are

rel-ated to the surface area. According to the tactoid. theory, the non-

solvent water content should. also be a function of the normality of the

equilibriun soLution and the average dimensions of the tactoid.s. To

investigate the d.ependance upon cati-on exchange capacity the two non-solvent

water figures, at O.O4 N and 1.0 N, for each of the river sed.iunent sanples

and sample WDAI were averaged. and. were compared to the respective cation

exchange capacity figures. These data are presented in Table Á.II and. are

plotted in Figure 44. Data for sarnple ttDA2, the Morden bentonite and. the

swelling bentonite in 0.04 N calciun chloride solutÍons are also includ.ed.

Ïf the Morden bentonite point is neglected., the remaining data points

indicate a linear relationship between non-solvent water content and cation

exchange capacity. The Morden bentonÍte sample is consid.ered. abnormal in
this group of samples because of its large crystallite size. The straight

line of Figure A4 has the regression equation:

Vn = -1.9 + 7O.5 c

Vn : non-solvent water percentage

c : catj-on exchange capacity (r"q/S)

ltøal
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Figure A{. Non-sol-vent water content of five sanples as a
fr;netion of cation exchange capacity.
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AVERAGE NON-SOLVENT

Sample

ïl.DAl

l
2E

2\[

1

OF

WDA2

Morden bentonite

Swelling bentonite

ÎABLE AII

WATER CONTENT AND CAT]ON

OF THE SAMPLES

Non-Solvent lüater
| 6/\t-/o I

2.5

1.4

L.4

10.5

¿.o

1.2

'r^ tr

¿o.ö

29.o

EXCHANGE CAPACTTY

Cation Exchange Capacity
(neqlroo e)

'ìl rt

r_8.1

10.5

+o"4

L5.4

A1 tr

ro1.2

99

Theory predicts a similar line which passes through the origin;

the experinental line passes through the point: Vrr = O, C = 0.06. This

d.iscrepancy may be attributed. to a snall component of the cation exchange

capacity which is not associated with a surface.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Suitability of the Taetoid Theory. The tactoid theory, in which ion

exclusion by the external surface of the tactoid.s is given by the Gouy

equation and ion excLusion by the internal surface by the Donnan or Gouy

extrapolation equation, predicts that non-solvent water content or exclusion

volume is a linear function of the reciprocal square root of the solution

normality. Data obtained from soil sample WDÂ2, the Morden bentonite, and

the swelling bentonite in calcium chlorid.e solutions are in substantial
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agreement with this pred.iction over a wid.e range of normal-ities. Further-

more, the intercepts and sfopes of the lines, tthen treated. accord.ing to

the theory, yield reasonable values of the surface area and. number of

plates in a tactoid.

Non-solvent hlater Data to be Used in Ïon-ExchanEe Stud.ies. For soil

sample túDAz, the Mord.en bentonite, and the swel.l-ing bentonite, non-solvent

water data nay be read fron the graphs of Figure 41. Data for soil sample

ÌlDÀJ and the river sediment samples naybe obtained from Table AII. If

necessary data for soil sanples lüDA2 and ÏüDAJ should be ad.justed. to account

for the carbonate content of the original conposite samples.

Relation of Non-Solvent l¡ilater Content to Cation Exchange Capacity.

The regression, equation lllø)r ûay be used. to obtain a reasonable esti-mate

of non-solvent water content of soils in calciun chlorid.e solutions. This

may be useful since cation exchange d.ata are often available and determin-

ations are relatively simple.
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.â,PPENDÏX B

CLAY MTIVER.A,IOGY OF COMPOSITE SAMPLES WD.A.2 AND TI-DA'

îhe samples chosen for the investigation were composite samples I'IDA2

and. ïüD.A.J obtained. frorn the tINRE waste management area which are represent-

ative of the lacustrine and. till layers, respeetively. The particle size

fractions. used. were fine silt (t - Z*¡, coarse etay (2 - 1p), ned.ium clay

(f.O - O.2p) and fine clay ( (O.zp), with nost attention being devoted to

the fine clay fraction. To facílitate the X-ray interpretations, the fine

clay fraction was further subdivided into (O.Z - 0.f¡r) and (0.1r¡ fractions.

X-ray d.iffraction rùas used for id.entification and. se¡ni-quantitative

d.eternínation of mineral species. To estinate the chenical conposition of

the dominant species, chemical analysis and cation exchange capacity

d.eterninations were employed.. These d.eterninations also allowed. quantitative

d.ete:minations of some nineral cornponents to be made. The various rnethod.s

employed. are outlined in Chapter ïII.

1. X-Ray Diffraction Analysis

lypical X-ray diffractograms are presented. in Figure Bl and. the

interpretations of all diffractograms are presented. in Table BI. Non-clay

minerals such as quattz and. feldspars pred.oninate in the coarser fractions.

Clay ninerals such as montmorillonite and. interstratified nica-montnorillonite

begin to appear in the medium sized fractions and pred.ominate in the finer

fractions. Kaolinite is nost evident in the ned.iun si-zed. fractions. fn

general the clay mineralogy of sanples trtlDA2 and. IITDAJ is similar, both in

d.istribution and species present.

Only in two fractions was nontnorillonite found as a di-screte species;

most of the montnorillonite is present as a conponent of interstratified.
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Figrrre 131 . X-r:ry diffra.ctogramri of magnesium saturated, glycerol
solv¿rterl , para, llel orientated specirnens of vario,rr-r particle size
fra.ctions of composite sample IdDA2.
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minerals. ltrese ninerals, which are the dominant minerals of the clay

fractions finer than I nicron, are composed of collapsed. layers' which

are presumed. to be mica, and expandable layers, which are presumed. to be

montmorillonite. The fraction of míca layers in the nineral is given by

the probability coefficient Pa. A second. probability coefficient, Paa,

describes the stacking sequence of the layers. In Table BI' Paa is

always greater than Pa, indicating a tendency to segregation of layer

rypes.

2. Chenical Analvsis and Cation Exchange Capacity

The results of the chenical analysis of lithii.¡m-saturated fine clay

fractions of lfDA2 and ïüDÂJ and of the cation exchange capacíty determínat-

ions for the same fractions are given below:

Ti0e îeZO3Sample SiOe ALZOT

lrrDA2 52.9r

rfDAl 5t.L1

20.82

IIIDA2

WDAl

o.22

o.48

2.11

5.o7

LieO

o.99

o.84

Layer

8.27

7 .97

rgn.
TrOSs

RÁR

9.42

^q?

2O.O9 0.60

CZO MsO

0.00 2.76

0.00 3.r7

c "8.c.

o.749 neq./e

o.629 neq/e

Sample Na20 KZO

Fron these data the following

calculated:

VÍDA2 Fine Clav

silicate structural fornulae were

N'o 
. e 1Ko . 44xo . 65(sí 7 . z+L\ o .t à Gr z .¡ lr"ålüo*so . eo ) oro ( on ) 

+

I'fDAJ Fine Clay

N"o 
. uKo . 55xo . 5/si 7 . zz[ro. 76 

) ( ar, 
. ¡ or"å1å¡r*o . oz ) oro ( oä ) o
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TÀBIE BI

MINERAI, SPECIES 0F SOIE PARTfCLE SIZE FRACTIONS 0F COi\POSITE SAMPTES I'IDA2 AND ÌfDA5

Fine
silt
$-z¡r¡

Quartz
Plagioclase

Major Species

loarse
Jlay
(e-rp)

Quartz
Kaolinite

Sanple hIDA2

Mediun
Clay
( t.o-o. zp)

Kaolinite
Mica
Verniculite
Chlorite
K-Feldspar
Cristobalite

Fine
Clay
( o.zu)

Minor Species

Int. Mica-Mont . (.zZ/.1)
KaolinÍte

(0. z-0. tp)

Int. I[ica-Mont . (.f>/.1)
Mont.

ï1Iite
Int. Mica-Mont . ( .1/ .gf)
Plagioclase
K-Feld.spar
Chlorite
Verniculite
Cristobalite

((o.rp¡

Int. Mica-Mont. (.6/.9)
ItIite

Int. Mica-Mont . (.2/.a)
Mont.

Quartz
Plagioclase

\.44L Vø

Feld.spars
Chlorite
Int. Chlorite

Major Speci.es

Sample tfD.A,3

Kaolinite
Int. Chlorite-Mont.
Int. Mica-Chlorite

Quartz
Kaolinte

Kaolinite

Kaolinite

I{ao1ínite
Verrnieulite
Mica
Chlorite
K-Feld spar
Cristobalite

Minor Species

Int. Mica-Mont. (.5/.eS)
Kaolinite

I rtrt. Mica-Mont . (.6/ .85)
(.e/.e)

Plagioclase
Verrniculite
fnt. Mica-Mont. (.5/ .e
K-FeId.spar

fnt. Mica-Mont. \.6/.7)
IIlite

Int. Mica-Mont. ("5/.7)

Plagioclase
Quartz
Verniculite
Int. Mica-Verniculite
I{aolinite

Int. Chlorite
Kaolinite
Chlorite
ïnt. Mica-Chlorite
I(aolinite

ts
\tl
N)
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The first set of brackets represent ihe tetrahedral layer and. the seconal'

the octahedral layer. the interlayer ions are sodium, potassiun' and the

exchangeable cations. The sr.tm of the octahed.ral ions is very cfose to

four indÍcating that the silicate is d.ioctahedral as ís typicaÏ of mont-

rnorillonite and. illite. The formulae nust be consi-dered as averages since

the X-ray d.ata ind.icate that the d.oninant mineral- is an interstratified.

mica-nontnorillonite with two distinct layer types.

1. Suantitati-ve Determination of Mineral Conponents

Assr.ming that the nica layers of the interstratified mineral have the

potassiun content of an ideal muscovite, the percent mica conponent of the

fine clay fraction may be calculated. Similarly the nontmorillonite

component may be calculated, assuming that the montnorillonite layers

have the cation exchange capacity of an ideal nontmorillonite. The quant-

itative estimates are given below:

SampIe

I'IDA2 Fine Clay

t¡fDA5 Fine CIay

Yo IUILCA

23

3r

66

trtr

These data are not in accord. with the Pa values fron the X-ray d.iffraction

analysis, suggesting that the nica layers contain less potassiüm than

ideal nuscovite.
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APPENDÏX C

DET¡,TTED DEXCRTPTIONS OF THE SOIL SAMPIES

FROM THE I'INRE }íASTE MÄNÂGEIrIIENT ÂREA

the complete d.eseriptions of the seventy-seven soil samples obtained.

from five sites in the TTNRE waste nanagement area are given Ín Tables CI

to CV. Depths given refer to the botton of the hole at the tine the

auger was raised to secure the sample. Texture vüas deternined by hand.

texturing. ïlhen concretions or mottles were evÍd.ent, the approximate

fraction of an exposed. surface occupj-ed by these features was estimated.

Carbonate content was estinated fron effervescence upon application of

dilute hydrochloric acid. and. moist and dry colors were deternined. with

a Munsell color chart" In the case of sanples eontaining concretions,

carbonate content and. colors were deternined on both the concretions and.

the matrix portion of the sanple. Quantity and type of pebbles and other

significant characteristics were also noted.

The following abbrevíations and classifications are used:

Texture (see Appendix D)

C CIay

SiC Silty clay

S1CL Silty clay loan

CL Clay loam

Concretions (Conc. )

(tq) Matrix

(c) Concretions

t
SL

LS

MS

Loam

Sand.y loan

Loamy sand

Med.íun sand
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Carbonate Content (Car¡.)

O Non-calcareous 3 Strongly calcareous

1 Ìteakly calcareous 4 Very strongly calcareous

2 Moderately calcareous 5 Extrenely calcareous

Mottles (uott.) Pebbles (Pe¡¡.)

f Few ( 4") L Linestone

c comrnon (z - zvñ) G Granite



Depth
ft. in Text.

lr6
3, 4

5, B

^
l1

'(, 6

9, 4

11, 0

L3, 6

16, 0

18, O

20, 6

23, O

2+, 4
1)¡ o

11

sic
sic
SiC

sicr
sict
SiCT

SiCI

SiCL

ct
ct

Carb.

0

z (vr)

+(c )
r lt.r)

4(c)

+

7

3

2

1

3

2

¿

2

TABLE CT

LOG OF SITE NUMBER 1

Moist
CoIor

roYRz/L

loYR4/2 (M)

ro.rï7 /2(c)
1OYR4/I(M)

rorR7 /2(c)
LOYR5/5

TOTR4/2

Lo\R4/2

5-r 4/2
LOTR4/2

LOYR4/2

LOTR4/2

Lo\R4/3

IOYR+/2

LOTRA/2

Dry
Color

IOYR2/l

10YR5/1(M)

r-oYR8/I( c )

10YR7/2 (c )

TOYRT /2
LOLR6/2

LOYR6/2

L}YR6/2

LOÏR6/2

LOIR6/2

to.rR6/2
tnwp€. /'t¿v r rlv/ ¿

LovR6/2

1OYR6/1

Mott.

lu') = Metri¡¡
\--l

Pebb. , Remarks

No pebbles

Few pebbles

Few pebbles

t

L'G

I

f
I

L,G
tr'G
L,G
L'G
L'G
L'G
tr'G
L'G
T. r:

Irr G

(c) = Concretions

Pockets of organic
matter

:'
:).:

'L

i,:

H
\JI



Depth
ft. in

rr6
4rO

îext.
(1

õ

6, o

B'0

Concr.
q"

10

5

5

c

sic

sic
sic
sicr
sicr
sict
sict

CL

t
TS

o^
11, 0

L2, 6

14' 0

12r Q

r7, 0

18, 0

20,6
¿L, o

TABLE

tOG OF STTE

Moist
CoIor

LOYR1/L

lorRr/I(M)
roYRT /2(c)
1OYR4/I(M)

roYR6/2 (c )

IOYR4/I(M)

loYR6/2(c)

5y 4/2

fi 5/t
5.r 4/2

51 5/2

5Y 5/2

5Y 5/2
rcrR4/2
r nr¡n r /nLIJLí+/ ¿

LOTR4/2

Carb.

2

e(u)

4(c )

r(u)
4(c)
¿\LtL )

+(c)
4

7

4

1

5

1

z

¿

cïÌ

NUMBER 2

Dry
CoIor

IOYR4/](M)

IoYRB/I(c)

TOYR5/1(M)

roYRT/l(c )
roYR5/1(M)

IOYR?/I(C )

51 6/2

5Y 6/z

5Y 6/2

5Y 6/z

5'r 6/2

51 6/L
1C\vF.6 / 2

'tôYR6/2

LOïR6/2

Mott. Pebb.

L

T
!

(u) = Matrix

Re¡narks

f
I

c

f

T

L'G
L,G
T. l:

v

V

v
r:

V
.Ir

Varved

(c) = Concretions

Few

Few

tl

ll

pebbi-es

large pebbles

',1

H i:'.:\n tjr
i,
:,:

;j.:

:;;'

'i..
):,

i, I

,..:,.



Depth
f+ 'iñ

1r6
3, O

lext.

sic
SiC

5' 0

7, 4

g,o

r0, r0

sic

sic

sic

SiCL

sic
sic
sic
sic
sic

CL

T.S

MS

MS

TABTE

LOG OF SITE

Moist
Color

roYR2/r

IOYR'/1(M)

10YR7/2(c)

IOTR'/2(M)

roYR6/2(c)

roYRr/r(M)

10YR?/1(c)

loYRt/l(M)
loYR6/5(c)

loYRt/2(M)

roYR6/2 (c )

TOTR4/2

LOTRS/1

5Y 5/3

51 4/3

51 5h
5Y 5/2

51 5/3
dw a/z
)L .)l )

5ï 5/1

25

Carb.

3

z(u)

4(c)
z (i''t)

z(c)
r(u)
2(c)
2(M)

¡(c)
r(u)
r(c)
1

3

3

4

4

7

¿

¿

¿

10

T7,

15,

L7,

18'

20,

2T,

22,

24,

25,

IO

C III

NUMBER ]

Dry
CoIor

LOYR+/2

IOYR4/I(M)

IoYRB/r(c)

loYR4/r(M)

r0YR7/1(c )

roYR4/r(u)

roYRB/l(c)

IOYR4/2(M)

ro.rw/2(c)
IOYR4/2(M)

loYR7/r(c)
-tnvpt /'t!v¿rLf / r

I:OYRT /2
5t 6/r
5.r 6/3

5Y 6/z

5Y 6/t
5'r 7/r
5\ 7/L
5.r 7 /2

6

ö

0

6

4

0

6

0

B

50

Mott. Pebb. Renarks

(u) = Matrix

No

No

L

t

L,G

L

pebbles

pebbles

iij'.

Few small pebbles

t
L'G
L'G
L'G
T.ß

Few pebbles

Few pebbles

L'G
L,G
L'G

(C) = Concretions

Very few pebbles

Larger pebbles

H
\JI



Depth
f+ in

Ir o

3, O

419

Text.
n

rt

6,
.7
t,

I0'
11'

T2,

L5,

Ior
lB'
20,

2L,

24,

lQ¡

27,
27,
29,
29,

6

9

0

6

6

2

0

7

9

Y

6

o

^
9

6

Ê

IO

Carb.

2

¿\LtL )

+(c )
r livr)

el/n\

Ir1

rr

TABLE

LOG OF SITE

Moist
CoIor

roYR2/r

rOYR]/](M)

1oYR6/1 (c )

loYR4/2(M)

roYR5/2(c)

LO'IR4/2

LOTR4h

to.IR4/2

LOYR4/2

5.r 5/2

5Y +/3

51 4/5
fl 5/5
5v 4/r
5r +/L

5T 4/L

51 4/L
5\ 4/L
q'r q/2

51 5/2
5v 5/2

10

^
c

^
c

sic
sic
sic
sic
sict
SiCL

CL

UU

LS

!ù

n rlr

**rr* o

Dry
Color

royï4/2

loYR7/t( c )

10YR7/r(c )

LOTRT /2
LO.|R6/2

LOYRT /2
1oYR6/r

5Y 6/z

5v 7/5

51 6/L

51 7/2
5Y 6/t
5Y 6/t
5Y 6/L

zY 6/t
51 6/r
5Y 6/t
5Y 6/t
5Y 6/L

I
I
3

4

3

4

4

3

1

3

3

¿

aa

a

Mott. Pebb. Remarks

No pebbles

Small pebbles

No pebbles

(tu) = Matrix

c

illl

fl ll

iltt

t,

L'G
L,G
t
L'G
L'G
L'G
L' G

lr:) = connretiong\v/ - vvr¡v!

L

L,

L,
G

H\¡

1..



Depth
ft. in

L, O

7Ã¿,

5, O

7' 0

8'O

Yt a

'r'r R¡!t v

L3, O

Text.
rr

fl

(r

^

sic

sic

Carb.

0

z (u)

z(c)
r(u)
o(c )
. /^r\r\r'r/

+(c)
r(u)
4(c)
r(iq)

+(c)
r(u)
:(c)
r(u)
z/n\)\wl

¿

3

3

¿

v

aZ

2

¿

Matrix

.. ,. ..i : . '...:.

TABLE

LOG OF SÏTE

Moist
ColoI

rorRz/L
IOYR4/'(M)

5Y 3/L(Nr)

loYR5/2(M)

IOTR4/2(M)

10YR4/1(M)

ôÌr
*rrr* ,

ñ¡r¡

Cofor

10

c

c

11

c

SL
qT.

SCL

SL

MS

L4, 6

16, 6

L7, 6

18, 0

20, 4

2L, 6

24, O

24, 6

l2t o

roYR?/1(c)

51 7/2(c)

IoYRB/1(c )

r0

Mott.

IOYR5/1(M)

loYR4/2(M)

5Y 5/3
cv c/z
¿L ¿I ¿

5Y +/2
51 5/2
trv c/z
¿L /I J

5.r +/2
cY 6/2¿¿ TT É

5Y 6/z
5Y 6/z

Pebb. Reroarks 
,

No pebbles
tt ll

roYRs/r( c )

roYRB/r(c )

roYRB/r(c)

'r 
^vÞe 

/t ( rr\¿vrrlv/ !\v /

qv t/z
qv t/z,rL tl )

5Y 7/L
5Y 7/2
5v 7/2
5Y 6/t
5Y 7/r
5.r 7 /L
5.1 7 /L

(u) =

L

L

l, G Few pebbles

L Varved

I
L
TrtJ, U

L'G
tr'G
L'G
L'G
L'G
I'G

Concretions

Large pebbles
iltl

H
o\
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APPENDÏX D

THE CI¡,SSTFTCATION OF SO]I TEXTURE

The texture of a soil refers to the relative amounts of sand-, silt,

and clay. Sand. is flefined- as particles having dianeters between 20 mm

and o.o5 mn (ro¡r¡. similarly silt and clay are defined as particles

having diameters between 5OF and- 2y and. Iess than 2y respectively.

SoiI texture is elassified. in accordance with the textural- triangle given

below. In add.ition the word sand may be preceded. by the dominant sand

size (very fine, fine, medium' coarse' very coarse)'

::l:i:


